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Toward a Criterion Theory:

A Review and Analysis of Research and ()Pinion

Alliam W. Ronan

Georp,la Institute of Technology

and i;rich P. Prien

University of Akron

A literature review dealing with the development and

utilization of work performance criteria bas revealed some

basic questions concerning criteria. They are: (1) Is job

performance reliable? (2) Is observation of job performance

reliable? (3) Is job performance unidimensional? (4) Is job

performance modified by extra-individual conditions?

Generally a paucity of research information exists in all

the areas enumerated above. For example, fewer than 25 studies

have investisated directly the important concePt of Performance

reliability.

It is suggested that enough information is available to

formulate theorems and corollaries and to derive testable hypo-

theses. In the concluding section 15 areas of required research

are suggested as fruitful for providing needed answers to the

questions posed.

The "criterion problem" pervades all areas of psycholopy.

In its most basic form, a criterion is an assumed Perfect

and true measure of variability, whetller that variability is of

human behavior or some aspect of nioup or organizational

functioning. Yor the most part. Psycholop.ists have been con-

cerned with variation whickl is more or less directly related
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to individual differences within specific situations or with

reference to the particular pattern of experimentally con-

trolled variables. kowever, the ligitimate scope of criterion

investigation includes development of concepts of personality

characteristics. characteristics of group and orgarizational

functionimz. Investi9sation is also justified of the more

practical problems such as the definition of human emotional

adjustment. dimensions of executive Performance, dimensions

of employee job withdrawal behavior, or the definition of

sales performance.

The concern of psychologists and others in research and

practice has been with the more practical matters of development

and measurement within specific situations. In criterion

research. unlike learning theory or personality theory. very

little has been done in the area of individual-situation

interaction which would qualify as basic or pure research

aimed at the development of a theoretical structure. Cer-

tainly under the broad scope of the definition, personality

theory and theories of social interaction come close to satis-

fying this void. However, it is seldom that any effort is

made to bridz,e the gap between the study of the individual or

group in artificial situations. and variability of behavior

and performance in the world of reality.

1.uch of the empirical work in the various areas of per-

sonnel psychology has been a matcer of expedience. motivated

by the need for solution to a specific problem rather tl:an

by the desire to pAnerate a theoretical framework.
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Historically. the emphasis has been on the selection of

the "most noticeable" rather than on the development of the

most appropriate criterion. The tendency has been to accept

wriat existed rather than to determine both the "necessary"

and "sufficient" standards. Otis (1953) succinctly identifies

the researcher and the practitioner as the culprits in this

respect.

Considerable empirical data have been amassed. but there

have been few attempts to assess these data in total. A

complete survey of the literature in all areas of psycbology

is, of course prohibited. Admittedly, the need for criterion

research is as present and pressing in other areas of psych-

ology as it is in personnel and industrial psychology. To

the extent that other areas of psychology overlwo with !Per-

sonnel and inCustrial psycholo y some reference will be made

to existing empirical data in those areas. ;dowever this

review is primarily concerned with the problems of variability

of performance behavior in work situations. The emphasis

is on more objective performance measures with material on

merit rating included only to clarify specific points*

By our definition, tbis review is concerned with behaviors

which are limited by operations within specific situations;

operational definitions of behavior variability of individual-

situation interactions or rcrouP-situation interoctions. Ulti-

mately the combinations of indiviftal/situational factors

should lead to definitions of variability within complete

organizations, ihe ultimate Practical solution is the iden-

tification of the antecedent conditions, both the individual
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differences and the situational characteristics, which limit.

enhance or inhibit beavior variability. Ultimately we must

understand performance within tbis contest of individual.

situational and organizational variables acting separately and

interacting to affect performance behavior. Our criterion

definition thus is measurements of the manifestations of per-

formance behavior based upon characteristics of individuals

as they affect and are affected by situational and organiza-

tional characteristics.

Industrial psychology has for many years studied a few

of the iposGible methods for measuring criteria of job per-

formance. The result has been the rather wry cliche. "the

criterion problem." A recent statement of this problem was

by Dudek (1963) in the 6nnuAl_agyigE.gf Pachglaly, i. e.,

"Criterion Problems. as usual, received a great deal of at-

tention--and some action." An earlier statement by Viteles (1926)

was. "...it rnquires only a brief survey of the literature

to show that in spite of the recognized importance of reliable

standards and/or recognized precautions in the selection of

such standards, the criteria in individual investigations have

on the whole been very unsatisfactory." J4.:ssentia1ly the same

statement is made by Wallace and Deitz (1955) and !Haire (1959)

in writing of major findings or problems in industrial psych-

ology. No writer. though, suwests the probability of isolation

of the problem (if it is a problem. Dunnette 1963a) in the

near future. In general. it appears that attention but little

action will continue to be the role.
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las torical. Overview

As mi&at be inferred from Viteles' quotation. attention

had been devoted to the development of adequate measures of

job performance for several years. Link (1919) published one

of the earliest studies wherein ratilvs of job performance

from two supervisors were secured. Tborndike (1920). based

upon earlier work by ells (1907). named the "halo effect"

that to a lare degree accounted for the high correlations

Link obtained. i.e. .E42 and .92, in two different p.roups.

2reyd (1923-24) in a crerieral discussion of vocational selection

problems discussed the need for job analysis. the importance

of individual differences. the concept of recognizing that

different jobs require different abilities and that measure-

ment in these areas was possible. Twelve possible criteria

were named and discussed. Investi-ations usim, more objective

criteria than ratings bad begun earlier. Yerkes (1921) pre-

sented vhat appears to be the earliest study using more objective

criteria. Tbe criteria were output and accuracy of praphotype

operators with a correlation of .11 between the twri. Lovett (1923)

published a study on selection of salesmen that was very sophis-

ticated for the time and can still be regarded as the exceptional

design. Similarly Lornhemser (1922-24) presented a selection

study of billing machine operators using eight tests and years

of schooling to predict six criteria. This study too had

estimates of reliability and intercor:celat;.ons of selected

criteria. pond (1925-26) presented another of the earlier

studies that. along with the selection basis, made a systematic
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study of the reliability and interrelationships of criteria

of job performance. In addition to reliability indices of

four criteria.. Pond intercorrelated foremen's ratings with

highest weekly pay. The intrIrcorrelations were of a nature

that has become quite well established since this pioneering

study, i.e., a range from the -.30's to .50's with a median

in the 20's. Eer solution was one that has also become all

too common -- "These sources of unreliability in the factory

criteria of success were themselves unmeasured, and difficult

to evaluate in any way. There was always the possibility that

in spite of them. significant relationships miFht be found

between the criteria of success and test scores." Concurrently

with Pond's work Shellow (1925-26a) was facing the same problems

in studyin?; the selection of street car motormen. She discussed

alternative criteria and in view of disappointing reliabi-

lities (intercorrelation .05 between ratings by the "Chief

Instructor" and "member of Wucational Department") finally

decided upon turnover as a criterion. Another early study by

Frey (1925-26)discovered a unique source of criterion bias

"The sales record itself was found to be anerratic measure

of sales ability because some of the men ran 111) high records

by selling only to relatives, whereas others of considerable

past experience or apparent aptitude lacked temoorarily a

clientele. The sales managers were able to detect tIle cases

where the les recorfll vas not a valid criterion and make

the npnessary adjustments." The "rebate evil" in insurance

sales had been acknovled03ed for some time prior, end a solution



had been first proposed by Peters (1894) workinq with II. A. 7ood

and the Georriia Life Insurance Comoany (reported by Gilmer.

1961).

This search for more objective criteria of job Performance

had been the result of disappointing studies usinc: rating scales

as criteria. In fact in the same issue of the Journal of Per-

sqpngl_apg4g=11 (1925-26) in which the cited studies appeared. an

article by Kingsbury was opposing the abandonment of rating scales

as criteria. Kingsbury's article suggested that clarifying the

concepts of raters, rater training prorams, further improvements

of scales and consideration of the practicability of rating

scales would solve the problems connected with their use.

Eull (1928) devoted an entire chapter (12) to a discussion

of the importance and some concepts of criteria of job Performance.

With regard to the former he says, "...to proceed on a scien-

tific aptitude project without an aciequate criterion is hooeless..."

and. goes on to present a categorization of criteria as product

action and subjective impression. This attempt to concePtualize

and systematize job performance measurement was in contrast to

naming possible criteria that had been the practice. Lowever

even this work tacitly supports the usage of a single job Per-

formance measure ratings as adequate for criterion PI.7.rooses.

Shortly after zull's book appeared. Bird (1931) published what

is probably the earliest study combining more than two cri-

terion measures and called it an "efficiency index." This

index consisted of salary. number of imonths employed salary

increase, number of promotions and ratings by suPeriors. Todtly .

the hazards of such a composite are obvious but for the time
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it represented a departure from the use of a single index of

job performance.

rhe combination of sinc:Le act or behavior incidents (to re-

ceive much attention later) and estimation of an individual

average or summarized impressions iPmores the scale unit and

dimensionality considerations. Early research capitalized

on the occurrence of incidents or single acts thus avoiding

ProbLems inherent in measurement as well as the abstract Problems

of definitions. This particular problem, an artificial two

category system for classifying remains today.

:.-A..storically the emphasis was placed on easily iden-

tified. specific behaviors or global measures accepted as the

composite measures of goodness, With only minor exceptions.

the practice continues today in the attempts to Predict turn-

over. lost-time accidents patent disclosures plus innumerable

other points on the continuum. Little or no effort then or

now is devoted to the identification of the basic dimensions.

Looking back on the period it seems most Peculiar that

psychologists did not face the problem of multi-dimensional

criteria sooner because it was apparent that others had. Various

mathematical models were appearing a short time later that must

have been in the germination stages during the period discussed.

ior example, in 1936 ldgerton and Xolbe. 1:orst and 1.otell1nc:

all published studies dealing with combining various criterion

measures into a single measure of performance. Travers (1939)

described the discriminant function and Wherry (1940), an

adaptation of the li;dgerton-Yolbe method. All of these studies

4
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had in common the concept that prediction of performance would

require a battery of predictors and description of Performance

would require a battery of measures.

It was during this period that ViteLo (193) introduced

a criterion dimension that had received virtually no attention

up to the time and hes recetved comparatively little since. It

was the satisfaction an individual receives from his work in

contrast to the strictly "economic efficiency" aspects of

job performance. The issue this raised has continued ever

since and only recently has received some consideration as a

criterion measure. 2ven the recent conceptualizations by

1,erzberg, .,.ausner, and Synderman (1959) and Brayfield and

Crockett (1955) fail to agree as to the relation of attitudes

and satisfaction of the individual worker to any operationally

defined goals or objectives. To culminate this period. Bellows

(1941) published a study that attempted to systematize the

development of job perfornance criteria and Forst (1941) edited

what can be regarded as a classic in tbe field. Thls latter

study, with rany eminent contributors and consultants was a

compendium of the problems and techniques of Prediction. 7jrit-

ten with an eye toward the coming of '.1orld Nar II and its

serious man.power problems the study discussed the major problems

of prediction of performance and presented the methods for

solution as they were known. The study in fact delineates the

basic problems of criteria development and performance pre-

diction. many of rhicla are still probLes. auT)Ilasized are the

complexity of haman activities the difficulty of defining
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success and that conditions extraneous to the individual

can alter his Performance. Consideration of these broad areas .

with their associated sub-areas implied tilat extremely comPlex

criteria would be necessary to measure virtually any activity

with the needed degree of adequacy. Bellows (1941) oP. cit..

also delineated some standards by which criteria were to be

evaluated the more important of which were reliability, cor-

relation wit:A other criteria and predictors and acceptability

to the job analyst. Nagle (1953) describes the derivation

of a composite which was rejected by Guion (1961) as a Practical

consideration.

World, War II brought with it unprecedented opportunities

in the general areas of Personnel research. Much of this work

is summarized by Stuit (1947), Flanagan (1948), and Stouffer

et. al. (1949). Criterion development received considerable

attention during the course of this war but, under compulsion

of immediate necessity, single criteria were commonly used. For

example, the pilot and navig.ator criteria were "check ride"

ratings and, for bombardiers, "circular error." These measures

had general reliabilities of about .50, .02, and .18. In the

case of pilots, it is to be noted that the limit of predictive

efficiency had about been reached as shown by Flanagan's (1946)

classic study. In this experiment, 1143 persons were sent

through pilot traininc. regardless of selection test scores.

The multiple correlation for this group with the Pass-fail

pilot criterion was .66 which. with a criterion reliability

of about .50, is very near the maximum possible correlation.
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It is regrettable that more attention was not given to criterion

development at the time, particularly in view of the fact that

some of the more important concepts in need of evaluation had

been described by Toops (1944). The article indicated the

need for "success profiles" as criteria primarily because success

in an activity is not unitary and. further. persons can be suc-

cessful performers in a given activity for different reasons

and at different times. Otis had earlier described this same

Problem in a book edited by Stead, Shartle, et al. (1949).

The detailed resolution was not presented until much later by

Toops (1959). Lowever, military studies generally continued to

use a single performance measure as a criterion.

The World War II experience did result in a clearer con-

ception of and some work in the general area of criterion

development. Stuit and Wilson (1946) published a study showing

the marked "influence of the criterion upon the relationship

between predictive indices and measure of success." The general

point of the study, that continuing attention to better performance

measures results in better predictions of performance, is amply

demonstrated by the reoults. In a series of studies, Flanagan

(1949, 1954, 1956) had described the conception and refinement

of the "critical incident technique" as a method of criterion

development as contrasted to criterion selection. In the

history of personnel researchv this was the first presentation

of a systematic method specifically aimed at isolating the bases

of Performance and. from these, working back toward selection

methods. In addition to the critical incident technique,
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Toartime experience did brim a much clearer recognition and

formulation of the nature and characteristics of performance

criteria. Thorndike (1949) presented a comprehensive discussion

of Performance measures. Ye discussed criteria as immediate

intermediate and ultimate. criterion relevance various types

of criteria with their limitations and considerations for

evaluating criteria. Tbe study covered most ot the facets

of criterion development that were and are of importance.

Van Dusen (1947) and Jenkins (1946). in a more limited way,

covered some of the same material based upon military experience.

These studies in criterion development culminated with Nagle

(1953) op. cit.. Wherry (1957), and Weitz (1961). The former

brings out again the point that individual job satisfaction has

had virtually no study as a possible performance criterion and

recosnizes how introduction of this variable into criterion

measures would further complicate predictive studies. Wherry's

study stresses the lack of systematic attack on criterion dev-

elopment ahd he says, "If we are measnrirg the wrong thing, it

will not help to measure it better." making the general Point

of past emphasis on predictors rather than what is to be pre-

dicted, Weitz (1961) op. cit.. presented experimental evidence

to show how selection of different criteria (in learning word

associations) materially changes the interpretation of results

and, it is nointed outs that the "laws of criteria" remain to

be discovered. Adkins (1947) during this same period discussed

some of the assumptions that are made about criteria in pre-

dictive studies. One important point was that unless provision
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is made for control, motivation, risk, experience personal

history items. work environment and other such possible var-

iables are assumed to be equal. On this point, the social

scientist needs to refer to Campbell's (1957) discussion of

experimental desipm relevant to variables which affect the

outcomes of research. To take one of the variables, motivation.

Eysenck (1953) nublished an axperimental study showing that

unequal motivation can be extremely important performance

variable, and further, it has a nonlinear relationship with

performance. It is rare to see a study where the variables

named by Adkins are controlled. although they almost certainly

have some effect on predictor-criterion relationships.

:.:ore recently two other methods. by Lawshe and Steinberg

(1955) and Primoff (1957). have approadbed tbe evaluation of

job performance by first Inaving comiaetent observers rate ele-

ments of a particular job for imoortance or "criticalness."

Appropriate predictors are tben selected and their relation

to the elements determined. After first determinations. re-

finements are continued to approach the hie.hest possible validity

coefficient. This is in contrast to the previously mentioned

"critical incident technique" where the approach is to have

competent observers report behavioral incidents and. from

these, critical requirements are constructed which are to be

predicted.

With all :his work. has prediction of job performance be-

come any more efficient tban it was in the earlier studies

cited? A se...ies of studies by Ghiselli ana Brown (1951).
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Gbiselli and arthol (1953) GhiseLli (1;'55) and fialma gt_i_.

al (i59) indicates that prediction. VIAle mu& more t2opb-

istocated 17ar shown little noticeable imProvment. all::e1 first

a survey of studies regardirq trainability. shored thet varioucl

aptitude tests tended to be predictive of all occuPations at

the sane level T-lth intercorreLetions estimated at .55.

sec: ne a 7urvey of the Predictive utility of personality

inventorier. i-oTeie.d a ranci of averee-e correlations of .14 to
.,.

.36 for ei-l-t 6ifferent cateories of occupations. The Icttor

tTp7o articis5 provide sole n.eneral discussion of ti7,e problems.

that bave been encounteree in criterion developmert for years.

6uct probles a.T. the ortcomin7,:q of tho various proposed

mathematical yi.Deels lack of functional job descriptions the

search for a co::tposite criterion the dynamic nature of jobs

the relation of prior eynerience to thie current job and the

eNistence and importance of botki. individual and situational

moderator variables and Y.ow jobs differ in different establish-

ments are the more important mertiored. f7owever here and

elsewhere there bas been it apPears a failure to recopnize

or properly take into account four fundamental problems in tine

evaluation of Performance criteria. These are:

(1) Is job performance reliable? The assumption of reli-

ability is implicit in all predictive studies and must be true

if adequate prseictions aro to be made.

(2) is obr:ervation of job performancr: rvliab1.q,1 ianc*:

cli cArrivc.tiol of ?erfornancc ultit Ay rest trilon obrva-

41111.1Mwraffir

.4
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tion of one sort or another, the question of reliability of

such observation becomes crucial to prediction.

(3) Is job performance uni-dimensional? Many studies use

a single measurement of job performance (usually a continuum)

to evaluate the predicted performance; it is critical to know

whether or .ot such practice can be defended.

(4) Is job performance variability an individual pheno-

menon? Almost universally individual abilities, traits and

characteristics are measured and these are related to some

measure of job performance; if there are contingency sources

of variance in job performance, they must be measured or co -

trolled for meaningful prediction of performance.

Obviously the above questions have all received some con-

sideration in various research studies. However, it is hoped

that a selective survey of the liternture will illustrate their

overall neglect and, at the same time, their importance. In

essence it seems a better understanding of job performance per se

will lead to better performance measurement.

The broader problem introduced by Otis (1940), et, al.,

and Bellows (1941) op. cit., and added to by ragle (195J) op.

cit., Guion (1961) op. cit., and Marinette (1963;0 1963b), and

Weitz (1961) op. cit. is that of criteria for criteria. Cer-

tainly practical matters of prediction are of concern, but

ultimately some resolution of the abstract problem of defi-

nitions and principles must be made.
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Is Job Performance Reliable?

Since job performance reliability is fundamental to per-

sonnel research, it is disconcerting to find that so few

studies have been conducted with the specific aim of deter-

mining performance reliability. In addition, many of thece

have been aimed at determininz the reliability of limited

aspects or single tasks of a particular job. The task is

extremely difficult when the results are intangible or when there

is a delay of impact of job performance.

Individual performance variability received some enrly

laboratory attention. Seashore (1931) administered eiht motor

tests to 50 subjects and, for three, five-minute cycles, 48

hours apart, the reliabilities ranged from .75 to .94. It is

probable that these rusults were iaflated by learnin;, but they

illustrate t.le fact that individual performances vary in reli-

ability. Anastasi (1934) selected 250 Ss ::rom an oriGinal

-Troup of 1000 who were below the first quartile on four tests

of a verbra-symbolic nature* The correlations of initial and

final scores ranged from .30 to .61 and one of the main findings

of the study was that individual vari-bility increased as the

trials continued even though individuals maintained their

same relative positions. Hertzman (1939) matched two groups

of 40 each for general level of ability on the Thurstone Sub-

stitution Test but selected one 1;roup for high variability and

the other for low over the entire test. The two groups varied

widely from each other with respect to within-group correla-
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tions on subsecuent trials with the correlations of the low

variability Araup far more homogeneous thar the high variabi-

lity group. 1.not1-er interesting point was that as the trials

continued. tile intercorre1ations in both groups showed a steady

decline. Taylor i!.unson,

orderly decrement in test

the separation interval.

number-checking test were

and Stone (1945) likewise show an

intercorrelation as a function of

In this study 12 forms of a 250-item

administered at 5-minute intervEls.

The average correlation for succeeding pairs was .925 and de-

clined to .583 with 10 interpolated tests. Cureton (1939).

using a longer time interval (5 days). obtained similar results.

Owens (1942) gave a group of 15 subjects eight repetitions of

seven motor tests. One of the main findings of the study was

that intra-individual differences were greater than inter-

individual differences. Desrite these laboratory indications.

that even relatively simple task performance was not reliable

the application to determining job performance reliability

has been limited; however some studies have been done on

task and job performance.

Craig (1924025) reported one of the earliest studies

attempting to determine job performance reliability. With

"retail sal(liswamen" it was determined that a "value of sales"

criterion had a reliability of .79. "r:ayes (1932-33) in four

studies reports reliabilities of .78. .81, and .87 on first

four weeks output vs. second four weeks for various female

shop workers and .81 for average "bogey" percentages first

two vs. second two wee%s all of which are probably .n.flated
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due to the effect of learning. Beilows (1940) reported two

studies on operators of card Punch machines and codine

With a criterion of errorless production the former showed

reLiabilities of .89 to .96 and the latter 87 Ayers (1942)

used four criteria to evaluate testile inspectors. The cri-

teria. with reliabilities by first vs. second week were

failure to discover defective units (.73) average hourly pro-

duction (.85) incidence of units which should not have been

put aside (.83) and total units set aside for foreman's deci-

sion (.91). .&ay (1943) used the control of requiring at least

eight months on-the-job before obtaining reliability measures

for a group of bookkeepers. On three occasions he correlated

first and third days' production with second and fourth with

coefficients of .93 .85 and .98. The correlations between

the three "occasions" were .83 .79. and .72. Strong (1934-435

1943) in studies with life insurange agents showed that year-

to-year production varied with reliabilities of .74 to .84 at

various levels of Production and another criterion avera,,e

production of 1926-27 vs. 1929-30 was .81. VacKinney and

t4olins (1960) on a year vs. year basis found reliabilities of

.45. .25, .55 end .47 for. respectively. suggestions submitted

by foremen. sup;gestions installed. suwestions submitted by

foremen's subol-dinates, and subordinates' suggestions installed.

Training research literature Provides further insip.ht

into the nature of performance reliability in terms of in-

dividual dynamics. Smith and Gol0 (1956) examine the relation

of early trainim performance to post-training performance.
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Their regults indicate a progressive increase in the correla-

tions between various stages during training and post-training

production. They report a range of from .46 between the third

and fourth of a 20.5 week program with post-training production

to about .82 between the ninth and tenth week of the 20.5 .week

program and Post-training production. A similar effect is

demonstrated by the Xornhauser (1923) op. cit. study. '2-lannin

and DuBois (1958) employed a unique design to eliminate the

effect of pre-training proficiency by using the pre-traininp

proficiency/post-training proficiency reFression to obtain a

measure of relative gain (residual their term) and found the

split-balf =eliahility of total (crude) gain = .56. relative

(residual) gain = .57 and final status = .77. Relative gain

was considerably more predictable than gross (crude) gain but

not as predictable as final status. Fleishman and Fruchter

(1960) conclude that early performance in learning Morse code

is due to specific aptitudes and later performance probably

due to non-aptitude factors such as specific habits acquired

durinp training. Bass (1962) likewise concludes that the de-

cline in test validity over time is due to decreased importance

of aptitudes and incraased importance of esteem and Popularity

in sales work. Obviously several factors contribute to the

variability of reliability. The impact of the ongoing process

on the characteristics of the individual. and the dynamic na-

ture of performance requirements are the two which seam most

evident. The problem of temporal proximity well known in

educational reeearch, only magnifies the problem of intra-

individual variability.
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A series of studies by Rothe (1946a. b 1947. 1951) and

3.othe and Jye (1958 1959) was specifically aimed at deter-

mining the reliability of job performance in several different

occusoations. In general this series of studies found indivi-

dual output to be h shly erratic, specific to the individual

enorssous ranges -Fere found and to quote from the 1958 study,

"In this entire series of studies of industrial output the

most striking single result is the lack of consistency from

time to time especially when there is no financial system in

operation. second important result is the vide range of 'con-
'

sistency coefficients' of output data, such that a researcher

could be entirely misled by tests of statistical sisnificance

if he just happened to select a period of unusually hish or

low consistency."

The findings of aothe and Nye are supported by others

aimed at assessing job reliability. For example. Cohea and

Strauss (1946) in an extremely detailed study of performance

in a relatively simple task show that different persons canng:t.

do a given task in the same way. They also found a 1/3 ratio

of time. with different methods of doing the same job and say.

"From the point-of-view of the methods analyst, there are as

many different methods of performance as there are operators."

The study casts doubt upon the feasibility of group reliability

indices and raises the possibility that the entire question of

individual job performance reliability should be re-cast in a

unique theoretical context. Perhaps adequate investigation

will require lonc_tudinal study of individual subjects. This
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approach would control for the interaction of unique individual

characteristics with nituation characteristics. It is entirely

possible for a relativeLy routine task to vary over time in

terms of t-e res-)onses reouired. Certainly this is obvious for

complex tasks. Carter and Dude';:. (1947) in a carefully controlled

study of navie.ator proficiency found high reliabilities for

single missions but low between missions in fact. they con-

cluded "...in many complex skills reliability for any part-

icular trial may be hig.h and yet the correlations between

trials, which correspond to test-retest reliability, may be

low." That such may be true of other than complex skills is

indicated in a study by Klemmer and Lockhead (1962). In the

study, of over 1000 operators of key Punch and bank proof

machines it was found that individual variability was about

6-10% of the r.oup mean and further that operator variability

relatively in6ependent of mean production level.

facet t7:...at contributes to performance reliability but

which has received relatively little attention is that dif-

ferent persons do the same job in different ways. As long ago

as 1939. Seashore discussed this aspect. Ye pointed out t".nat

motor. auditory and visual tests show low intercorrelations

and personality inventories indicate many possible approaches

to problem situations, l'7alkor et. ak. (1946) tested five ex-

perienced pilots for accuracy on 10 different criteria for

landing aircraft. Two procedures were used, "Tricks Allowed"

and nib Trier.s," meanins., an individual vs. a standardized

landing procedure. The Performance of individual Pilots showed
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more variability under the standardized condition than the un-

standardized and under "Tricks Alloyed " accuracy of landin:-1

was si-nificantly increased. the scope of this experi-

ment was quite limited it is indicative that job performance

among experienced personnel does vary and. in fact such var-

iability mi5zht be desirable. It illustrates once again the

point tilat measures of reliability would be quite different

depending upon which aspect of the job happened to be measured.

It is unfortunate that studies of job performance reli-

ability largely must be culled from the literature. Igowaver

one group of vorkers, in department stores, bas been covered

in separate studies that are of interest. Craig (1924-23)

op. cit. in a study of 109 saleswomen found a reliability

of .79 for value of sales over a period of several months

and Stead (1937) coefficients of .83 to .98 over eight objec-

tive measures of performance. Otis et. al.. (1940) found,

for six measures of job performance, grosE2 sales per day .C8

ratio: salary to net sales .83 net sales per day .87 number

of sales per day .89 returns per day .75 and actual quota

per day .83. The latter study also shows the followirr; table

of intercorrelations

le=rna NqmIgr_soliAzles 2mata_ingc..12AY

Gross Sales .38 .47 .65

Aeturns .01 .32

Number of Sales
.24
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With the hip.,h reliabilities found for the variables in

the above table and their varyin s. intercorrelations there are

obvious implications for job performance reliability. Some of

the implications are: how broadly is "job performance" defined

how and over wbat period of time is reliability measured and,

possibly, is Performance variability an individual character-

istic?

The "how" of reliability measurement is directly related

to the individual characteristic of variability. The common

method for estimating performance reliability is, of course

to correlate two measurements of performance level at different

periods. Y.owever the previously mentioned stu(ies by Klemmer

and Lockhead. Rothe and Rothe and Nye all indicated that in-

dividual variability is to a large degree independent of level

of performance. Coombs (1948) discussed possible different

measurements of the same performance but the implications of

his study have remained relatively unexplored. 1(ellner (1960)

has shown that the use of "discrepancy scores" in both pre-

dictors and cL.iteria results in better performance prediction

and has outlined a solid theoretical base for tbe practice.

Ghiselli (1956) op. cit. in a general discussion of the

area virtually dismisses the idea of an index of job performance

let alone its reliability and Ghiselli (1960a, 1960b 1963)

has shown that some of the classic concepts of psychometric

theory can be seriously cuestioned when related to job per-

forsAance measurement. In the latter study it is shown that

the classic error of measurement may be better understood as

related to traits of particular indtvi haals rather than as a
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group concept. The general concept of moderators had been

studied by others as Fiske (1957a 1957b) and Berdie (1961).

but Ghiselli showed how they could affect Prediction of per-

formance. :o,;7ever as applied to performance per se there is

little evidence to show the effects, if any. Actually the

study of individual performance variability is just beginning,

although the problem was thoroughly discussed in a summary

article by Fiske and Rice (1955). In their evaluation of the

evidence for intra-individual response variability, the authors

distinguished three types of response variability. They were,

"spontaneous" as misht be found with instrumental acts, "sys-

tematic" where a response is affected by the preceding response

or stimulus, and "variability due to changes" in the subject

or situation. One of the major conclusions of the article is

that there is a real lack of knowledge in the area, particularly

in that of well learned activities.

If we extend our concept of performance behaviors to in-

clude acts or incidents which are not directly related to the

job functions performed by the individual, we find some in-

teresting but conflicting results. Behaviors such as tardiness,

absenteeism, accidentf.:, brievances, supervisory reprimands,

and disPensary visits are considered by some to be indications

of organization performance (ilerrihue and '4e.tzell, 1955) and

individual performance (7.1cwzberg, et. al., 1959). Apart from

any relation to rrmtal health, the fact remains that each vari-

able is subject to objective measurement. Yet reliabilities

vary widely dependin7 upon the situation and the population.
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Tardiness, absenteeism, r_rievances and reprimands seem to be

the least stable excePt over long time Periods. On the other

hand, accidents and dispensary visits aegm to be quite stable

with hir-11 reliability reported--until the "objective" record

is purged of sueh things as situational hazards, failure to

report, inadequate records, etc.

However, with the purified criterion bebavior another

problem is encountered, in the case of accidents, a shrinkin-

population of "performers." If the cut off point is estab-

lished as bein- a etargeable lost time accident, data collected

over as long a period as two years still leave, in most cases,

the majority of the population in the zero frequency category.

The assumptions that the extended time period will Provide the

opportunity to "act" and that basing research on groups will

ferret out the relationships simply beg the question. The

fact is that the assumptions are an admission of ir-norance or

inability to define or measure the performance behaviors being

investigated. Psycholosists have Ion- accepted either the

"J" curve or IJoisson distribution as correct to represent low

Probability sinle "acts" or incident performances. Mile tbig

concept does have substantial mathematical support, it ,4eemr

too parsimonious when applied to situations in which the indi-

vidual participateil purposefully. The restriction in rane has

its obvious cowequences. .]:xtendinr: the time period bas other

equally undeUrable consequences as may the occurrence of the

accident itself as postulated by 4:Lintz (1954).

A similar Phenomenon is encountered usinr. patent applica-

tions as a measure of creativity, or publicationc, even when
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both are corrected for owortunity bias. Taylor (1959) rePorts

factorial reliability estimate, (communalities as lower bound

estimates) of .23 to .75 for objective indices of scientific

productivity and creativity.

It would sem from the foregoing that either measurement

is faulty or that mearurement is not entirely relevant. It

requires only :ainor immernion in a performance situation to

bcico:_e ;::_at, It individual$ who are not tarey,

of arrival to work varies considerably, or that among those

who do not have lost tim accidents there is considerable var-

iation in freauency of cutp, scratches and bruise,: which do

not receive :mtdical attention and are not recorded. Likewise,

the scientists F110 hold no patents may on close examination

vary con,viderably in the freauency of "near" patentable ideas.

It ,,e.tems t:zat major flaws, insofar as reliability is concerned,

are in definitions and record-keeping of rearonably imPortant

1:..inds of individual incidents. The data exint; individual.

are perfol-1,4nc; in spite of the failure to measure adequately.

An anwer to the question headin- this section would ap-

2ear to be impo,TAble with pre.ent knowledge. Actually, as

later discurTed, job performance is a complex of more or les

unrelated tar7!tc, few of v.hich have been meanlred adequately in

terms of their reliability. The correlation of group absolute

performance levels affordin the cla4-sic e.:timate of reliabi-

lity actually avoidv or at least beclouc1 r. the real is.ue of

individual variability of porforroance. The Limited number of

studies indicater that individual performance variability is
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as mucl-, a caract=ictic of t1,c1 indivieual i- an aptite,

?err.onality trait or oer more comonLy mc.a-u=ed clnarr.ctori tic.

i available a- to the eNtent or

importance of individual. variability, in fact, it is almost

porrlible to ttirn tae cliche, "more rereare: is needee" into

a 1Tore ')oint,ec: 1:17oz1e ro-carc 1: neeeee,"

cLcss cort:!.ou of variance 'n-. If in

no other way, it will at least define performance reliability

and, it is possible, that individual variability itself may

be a better predictor or criterion than those that have been

employed in the past.

r?robo.bly vflinc: intra-
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Ii Cb:ervation of Job Performal-ce %enable?

In this Fection are rePorter" relectee vtueie Tre the

lame job performance is evaluated by eifferent ,letinod,: or by

in.s,7e2andeo rater7. ITicz latter point ir often difficlAt to

judge from the rerearch report. TJe authorq Ilave Probably

erred in being. overLy corc'ervative in -electina. ..tueie, but

the effort war to be a- certain a7 po:e.ible that the

different ertimate of te ame performance ere independent.

An eNrly Ttu6y by .-.raunhaur,en (1929) correlated r-uper-

viory ratinss with job f7ample te:'t corev. eor two diffExent

Exoup, "Yulel coefficient of e..-ociation," were 41 and 55.

'fay and i"ideleton (1942), in an ingeniou,r attempt at Performance

evaluation, obtained recordinc, of tr.° c!criot,7 readin-

by 23' retail raleTnerElona. Zacl: readin5r vaP raterl, by 139

collen7e ?tudent:-., for (1) enthusiam, (2) convincirriePt. and

(3) vales ability. The fotloviir correlationci vere obtained

between ratinr- of the fir:7t and recone peripts:

Celeg.

1 .33 0)0

2

3 .80 .71

These studies illutrate a point that continually recurs

in the literature; that i, ratings tend to r.how hiber cor-

relation:, 'with eael other than do more objective mearure-, and

rating tend to fall somewhere between the tT.-o.
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Comrey (1949) analyzed acLievement by '.ect Point Cadetr

rV el..!ffcr:..t col..xf:e and e comApo-it of .r.etL:ee

fflilitary instructorT a- criteria. A

factor analy-i- of the criteria resulted in eight factors with

variance from ratingq appearing in only two of the factors to

indicate again the relative indenerdence of eifferent performance

mea..smres. 1;.yan- and ?redori%ren (1951) i diocur.inr general

point of obrorver reliability cite a ..tucly without furter

identification where raters judgin "metal object," com..:tructed

to Tpecifications shoved reliabilities of .11 to .55 in their

jvds..ments. Ue:e of taper p:a3es in the judging raised t'.ne co-

efficient:. to .93 and .94. They c::o on to 9ay, "It is porsible

to study geliaWaity oX_Deglarmange (as distingui;:lbed from

judf::ing performance) only T41-?ere the reliability of judfting

performance ha.: been shorn to be adeauate" Gaylord, et. al.

(1951), in a Ttudy direectly concerned vitt% the relationqbip

of performance rating to mea-ures of actual proft:ction found

coefficient- of .55, .48 and .49 between the former and three

indice? of Production amon r. fiLe clerk'. In aedition, the

rater. had production recordn available, Leaeing to some con-

tamination and probable inflation of tkle coefficientr found.

leeterz; and Campbell (1955) intercorrelated 5elf and super-

vie4or ratinef- of proficiency and scoreo on a diaT;noPtic pro-

ficiency te t of Air Force mechanic. 1 job knowledge. OorrelationP

ranged froro. .32 between the -econd level suPervisor ratingr

and the te t, to .37 between the relf rating after taking

the te,:t and ele tevt rcoree3. Pre-tetlt ratinu and firqt

level supervillor rating.: were .33 and .35 respectively with
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the test. The authors conclude that ratings are not closely

enough correlated with diagnostic proficiency test scores to

warrant a substitution. To sum up this point, Gaylord, et. al.

(1951) op. cit. conclude that the correlation between two cri-

teria should r4reatly exceed the level usually obtained in

validation studies between predictor and a criterion. Their

results ihow correlations of .48 to .55 between composite

production records and ratings and .24 to .46 between job

elements and ratinf.:s.

Springer (1953) comared ratings made by supervisory per-

sonnel and by co-workers for promotion to leadman jobs. With

a graphic, five item scale, ratings were obtained by 100 workers

and, with a !,.raphic, eight item scale, by 68 supervisors. The

co-worker reliabilities ranged from .34 to .48, the supervisors

.56 to ;71 and co-workers vs. supervisors from .15 to .39. In

this situation one might be facerl with a possible choice between

ugirr7 the one set of ratine,.s or the other. The higher relia-

bility of the suPervisory ratings mir5ht indicate the choice

but hollander (1954), in various Yavy studies, has indicated

that "buddy ratings" have been found better predictors for

some aspects of performance than supervisory ratings. Rollander

(1956), Eollander and Webb (1955), and Wherry and Fryer (1949)

rule out postulated contaminating effect of friendship in peer

nominations and in fact the evidence suggwts friendship may

be beneficial, perhaps in terms of opportunity to obverve.

It is possible that more investiation of thi area would

indicate that each type of rating would have its place. It
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is apparent, in any case, that performance ratings by raters

with different points of view have little in common. Liske,

Ort, and Ford (1962) found higher interrater agreement of medical

student clerkship Performance when rater and ratae wera in the

same specialty. There were no essential differenceE: in faculty

rating faculty vs. students rating students. Interestimly

though, while ratings were consistent from to time for a

composite (Intra-class correlation rvir) interrater agreement

(rcc) was only .05 for faculty and .31 for students. The loyr

reliability, the authors conclude, is a function of combining

raters and ratees with different specialties.

Some indirect evidence of differences in the percevtion

of the importance of job acts is provided by Prien (1962) and

Prien and Powell (1961). In the former, factory foremen and

their immediate superiors campleted a checklist describing tl:ie

foreman's job. The average correlation of the relevant pairs

(foremen and superiors) was .40. In the latter, training di-

rectors and their '2Jmmediate superiors followed the same pro-

cedure and the averaged correlation vas .53. Fiero persons

directly involved in the job cannot agree as to the relative

importance of duties and virtually mat disagree in any per-

formance observations.

Over all it seems evident that the rater must be know-

ledgeable to contribute real variance in ratings. This general

point ,,as received further confirmation in a study by hick,i

and Stone (1962). Correlated ratinrs by peern and superviors

on manar:ement perr:onnel showed for over all performance (.51),
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7romotabiLity (.59) and versatility (.59). Tibile these value('

are hi-her than thooe reported above, they stiLl indicate a

real lack of agreemert between rater°.

Finally, a study by Winitla and Rittell (1953) had 100

mechanics rated on tinree areac--how well they could get alon-

with others, howweLl tl:ley 'mew their job, and how well they

couLd do t1-2eir job--by an immediate superior non-commiszioned

officer, a fii-ht chief, and first Level com-ni -ioned officer.

VaLidity coefficients, against a job 'alowledge teFt criterion,

were .25 to .42 for the first group, .18 to .21 for the second

and .20 to .25 for the third grout of raters. This includes

the correlation for irrelevant measures (getting along vs. tert

score) certainly do not aopear to differ from the relevant

correlatiom. Amilarly Prien and Liske (1962) found averaged

correlationq over eight graphic scales to be .60 between first

ard second level cupervisors, .25 between self ratings and

first level supervisors and .13 between celf ratings and second

level supervison..

SiegeL (1954) directly attacked the auestion of tbe rela-

tionship betu-een various obclervations of the o,ame Performance.

In a study T.Tit-. .,avy craftsmen performing four tasks, aluminum

welding, pLextic ',Patching, splicing a cracked aircraft channel,

and repairing aircraft fabric were evaluated by a "check list"

for each and a ranking of end productc by chief petty officers.

The inter-el7aminer reliabilities were .91 to .97 and retests

. 87 to .F3. -owevor, the rho values between check lists and

chief Petty officer'P ratings were for weldin, .41, Patcl,ing
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splicing .2C:, and fabric repair .33. It is again obvious that

where two or more differently made observations of the same

performance are available, the relation:lhip between them is usu-

ally low. Siegel, et. al. (1960) found in another much more

comprehensive study that ratings by Ravy craft supervisors on

proficiency and training needed by 70 aviation machinist's mates

correlated .35 whereas one would expect a higher relationship

on the ba!:i:, that if proficiency is law, there is a need to re-

commend traininf,.. In tbe Previously mentioned study by Peters

and Campbell self ratings correlated with first-and second-level

supervisors' ratings yielded correlations of .30 and .23 respec-

tively. The supervisors' ratings correlated .47 for a total

sample of 154 mechanics. Although the composate self and su-

pervisor rating correlated .46 with the Proficiency test the

Prediction is considerably short of what could be considered

equivalent results.

Bayroff, et. al. (1954) in an experimental study designed

to evaluate Army experience with ratings. Some of the relevant

findings were that rating ability is a predictable individual

skill, several ratings are better than one, control groups

should be used to evaluate raters, rater reliability can be

assessed properly only by using inter-individual agreement

as an index, and that reliabilities tend to drop over a series.

aelated to tbis is a study by Bockner (1959) who divided raters

into four cLa?,ses on the basis of the extent to which they

a&reed in ratinrz the same men. Pi-; results showed that higher

agreement resuLted in P2pre Prediction of -)erformance in sub-

marine -c::ooL For%. 1-osib1y the clue to these discrepancies
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lies in two other studies by Haggerty, et. al. (L959) and

ackie and Ei-rh (1959). The former obtained ratings of qest

Voint graduates as pLatoon Leaders or company commanders in

LZorean combat. .A.t1:1 multiple ratings on officers who had

been in service for Teveral years, the reliabiLities ranged

from .30 to .53; it will be remembered that the Bayroff study

found rating reLiabiLities tend to falL over a series. The

Latter study was concerned with Lavy machinery repairmen who

completed job samnLe performance teets and relation of these

results to ratings. The correlations were .32 and .35 with two

scbool ratingq (2 year =. earlier) on suitability for doing job

and .42 with predicted vuitabiLity as a machinery repairman.

It would appear from there studies that whatever it is that

ratings rate is changeabLe over a Deriod of time and haq little

reLation to objective measures of job i)erformance. It may weLL

be that with chanr;es in skill level or with changes in job

requirements over a period of time, the personal behaviors

required become more complex, less subject to observation and

thul es zeliably rated. The concept of t'cAe dynamic dbaracter

of criteria 195) op. cit. is equaLly applicabLe

to nerformance behavior. This is particuLarLy attractive

explanation if the earLier definition of criterion behavior

as situationally determined performance is accepted.

Some general studies, covering the problemr ..tilcountered in

job performance evaluation have been renorted. Severin (1952)

summarized some 150 studies vbere correlations were reported

between different measures of job performance tor the same

people such as supervisory ratings vs procuction, tests or
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same other z.:ea2ure, a;;sociate ratings vs. similar measures and

traininz [;;rader: v-F. production recorth.. The Etudy can be sum-

marized by tbe quotation, "The median of alL correlationTi in

the table we., wich seem-, to be further evidence that one

cannot propErly ,ub.T:titnte one meaFure of job performance for

another without firrt 'mowing the (legree of eauivalence." In

tris connection, a ,:tudy by Langdon (1932) is of interest. ve

reported a correlation of .30 between a work sample test and

later piece-rate wages, in a sencle, tile relation between in-

termediate and uLtimate criteria. Mniselli and Brown (1951)

op. cit., reviewed studies covering some 30 years that reported

both training and job Performance correlations. The correlations

between tk.e to different measureq ranged from .15 to .22 for

three job classifications and all jobs. Vleishman and Vruchter

(1960) op. cit., found correlations of .26 to .41 between suc-

cessive stager: of learning Morse code and conclude that selection

tests mainly predicted initial success but later success was

more a function of specific habits acquired during training.

All four of these latter studies emphasize the desirability

of differing metbods of assessing job performance at differing

levels of proficiency and also raise the question of wbether

or not t::)e more succesqful trainees make the more successful

later performers. Unfortunately, there is little direct evi-

dence on trAv Eilton and Dill (1962) found, however,

that later salaries do correlate with starting salary. Again

tlAr: rucae t, rher cou?ler l?'_enomena.

ierhapv e:.c..1 most definitivs vtudy in the stufly of per-

formance obr:ervation reliability is that of Lifson (1953). In
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this study trained time-study Personnel rated "work pace" as

compared to "normal" by five different persons on four dif-

ferent jobs. Lach of these were rated twice at a one-month

interval. The "workers" were students who had had industrial

experience and Tsino "worked," after considerable practice, Paced

by a metronome. The study revealed that ratings involve con-

siderable error, some raters rate bigher, some workers are

rated more reliably, some jobs are rated more reliably, raters

tend toward a norm, interactions are of importance, and an analy-

sis of variance rhowed that one-third of the variance came from

rater-to-rater differences. A more recent study by Whitlock

(1963) demonstrated a close relationship between reported "ef-

fective performance specimens" and ratings. Eowever, the raters

knew the individuals about whom the performances were reported

and which they later rated. The lack of independence may be

the basis for the reported relationship of effective behaviors

to hisher ratings.

L(ipnis (1960) and Taft (1955) op. cit., have discussed

same of the major difficulties and distortions that are in-

volved in the observation of performance. Although the former

refers mainly to ratings and the lai-ter "the ability to judge

others" both seriously question the reliability of human judg-

ments of the performance of others. Taft mainly emphasizes

distorting traits within the observers as, intelligence is of

some importance in judging others, emotional stability is not

a linear but has some relationship to ability to judf:e, self-

insi-ht !;ives better judgment on any particular trait, "social

skill" is an important factor. Others are mentioned but these
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are sufficient to show that perhaps studie:1 of raters are needed

more than continued performance ratings. Kipnis, in contrast,

emphaAzes factors more or less independent of performance per

se. These are grouped under "External Factors," i.e., propinquity

in the sheer physical sense, social setting whether cooperative,

punitive or whatever, whether or not criticism is encouraged

and "Subordinate Behaviors" as whether behavior "helps" the

rater, halo by a subordinate doing well what the rater emphasizes,

personal staAe by the rater in the rating or its use and various

other such consideration.

The studies cited indicate that reliability of job per-

formance observation as presently Practiced can be seriously

questioned. It is usual to find, where one or more independent

observations occur, that the correlation between them is low,

expecially in ituations wftere an "observation" is some rela-

tively objective measure; for example, a job performance test.

The history of evaluating job performance snows the importance

of separate measures and limite tne value of any studies using

a clingle measure of job performance, even as two raters. It

would appear that a major aspect of the "criterion problem"

is the fact of unwanted variance and, further, that the sources

of this variance are virtually unknown.

In addition to the foregoing information, there is another

characteristic of job performance that has been only implicit

in the above--the multi-dimensional nature of job performance.

The next section will present some of the known information on

thia topic and how it poses basic problems in the evaluation

of job performance.
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job 1-erformance Uni-Dimersional

T;ne 'Artory of neronnel reseere: Ftudried with t,e de-

volonne-It and use of literaLly '-vIndrec r. of nerformance predictors.

in tiae tc-tin7,, area alone, Guilfore (1959) 1.-aq estimatee that

50 of Po" ibly over 100 abilitin 1.7,ave been deTcribed. In con-

traqt, t'e majority of re7orted rtudieT tv:in 9. the predictors

:nave hee a in".:le 7,1obal measure of nerformance. it would

seem that perforTance in a narticular job i- much simpler than

the total of individual abilitie-, is it meaningful to reduce

perfor.aancs mca-urement to a gingle measure? In addition, w:nile

a ?articuLar of perforrance nlay be ielentified in -everal

Teemir.f4y identical jobf7, is it not conceivable that the only

t:e ,?4iven the performance bet.avior?

The lietikAood and con'leouerces of job nerformance cos7,-

plecTity v.7ere rfiven early reco?.nition by :cirgsbury (1933),

".kme exccutiver are succe-vful because they are vod ntenner^,

attouzh not ucceful director^. Others are -plendid at co-

ordinatim2: are directins, but their plans and pron-rams are de-

fective. 7few o7eautives are eoually competent in both directions.

J'aiture to ret.loGnize and nrovide, in both testin,7- and ratim,?..,

for thir obviwl" distinction i5, I believe, one major reason

for e:e un-:Atielfactory regults of most attempts to study,

rate and te t e7!:ecutiverl. qood tort" of one kind of executive

ability ars not -ooe tertr, of the other 'tine." Otiri (1953),

op. cit.. citg.1- a -imilar example of the colLep;e profe-:vors

v4-o may be eoually luccec!clful, one on the ba0i- of reeearch

competence exci producttvity, and another on the basiq of class-

room competencrl.
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Anotirer aoProac1-1 to tke ,Itudy of Performance is t'le direct

decription of the characteri-tic-, of rluccerc7ful and unsucceesq-

. ful pertoral!:,73. .:erry (1949) and niselli and 3arthol (1956)

differentiate t'.-e vucceful from the un-Al.ccecful manager sug

.:-Elsting a relation betveen personaL characterivtics and achieve-

ment. "'Dalton (1951) on the other tand failed to find a formal

pattern of e.eractericttic- in car.11er achievement. Informal

procesnes Cid reem to Play a nart in career achievement in-

cluding such t:-In9,1 av reli-ion, etIlnic background, Political

beLief azd .:)erticiPation in accpted or-anizations. ne-e

contradictory rs:'ultr lend little to te concept of individual

achievement rave to indicate that firm bases for investiemtion

are lac%inz,.

bite early recocnition of the Probably existence of

several dimerrion,; of job performance, it is only in compara-

tively recent yearq tl'at the field ha:1 received much attention.

Vlanagan (1949, 1954a, 1954b) op. cit., has discussed tbe use

of his critical incident technique in isolating and defining

"job elements." As previously described, this has been tbe

only systematic attempt to define job performance in terms of

itr complexity and specifics. Yowever, it iv dependent upon

obvervation and reportin(- of 9erformance a i, and as Ilas been

dincus.led, a reaL question as to the reliability of botli.

In addition, there il a quegtion of vhat job performance could

or should be T.T'Acb is not investi':ated with tbis technique, or

for e.lat matter: with any other.

Anotbor approach to defining tine dimensionq vf job functions

illustrated by the rtudiec of Jaspen (1949) and Palmer and
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cCormick (1961). Both studies are factor analyses of job des-

criptions and both recognize their limitations in that they

are exploratory. The former study shows six meaningful fac-

tors in "lower level" jobs and the latter four in a sample of

250 steel mill jobs. Both of these exploratory studies have

indicated that even relatively simple jobs have several in-

dependent dimensions and the possibility that more would be

found with Imre rigorous investiation. Studies of the job

functions of executive positions by Hemphill (1959) and of su-

pervisory poAtions by Prien (1963) reveal ten and seven di-

mensions respectively. It would appear safe to assume that

independent functions justify the search for independent per-

formance criteria. Studies by Turner (1960), and Peres (1962),

Roach (1956), and Grant (1955) further substantiate the judgment

of complexity of job performance however described. These more

generally oriented studies have indicated that job performance

has a complexity that would require coverage by multiple measure-

ments. This general statement is amplified in what follows by

notin7, the complexity of single measures, single jobs and the

relationships of performance indices.

Analyses of single measures of job performance have shown

that often they are moro complex than seemr, indicated. For

example, analyses of ratiw.s have shown that the intercorrela-

tions of trait vcales eescribe more tban one dimonsion in job

performance. Swart, et. al. (1941) factor analyzed a 12-trait

scale and found three factors, Bolanovich (1946) in an analysis

found six factors. Taylor and Munson (1951), in a carefully
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controlled study, present intercorrelations showing for the

most part, low to moderate correlations among separate traits.

Alton and Dill (1962) op. cit., in an analysis of "salary

growth," as a criterion, have shown the considerations that must

be given to any single measure for use as a criterion, for example,

salary growth is independent of years of employment for the first

six years but i, hin-hly sensitive to first year salaries. Ff.ue

and Taylor (1962) using records on absences for two years on

total times absent, total days absent, one day absences and

absences of three days or lon-ter found intercorrelations of

.00 to .88 amolv various measures, with absence frequency being

the single most reliable meJ,sure. King (1960) reported a factor

analysis of a 20-item questionnaire coverine; only "attitude

toward company." The study, in ten plants and wtth 735 employees,

found three factors in the one attitude. 2c1,terman (1948)

in a well desined study of employees submitting grievances

found 13 items of personal or personnel data that discriminated

between grievants and nongrievants. Lurie (1942) factor analyzed

12 indices of occupatioral adjustment and found three factors

in the indices.

From these single measure studies of varying aspecto of

job performance, it appears thrt even such relatively simple

measures are multi-dimensional in both their behavioral and

causal aspects and that global measures of such performance

are of doubtful utility.

ven though the multi-dimensional nature of job performance

received early recognition, investigation of the dimensions
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was later in vtartinp and even yet only rudimentary knowledge

is available. S.n early study by Gottsdanker (1943) is illus-

trative of t'Ls reneral results obtained when several measures

of job performance, particularly those of an objective nature,

are used. Using as subjects 44 women learning to operate cal-

culators and as criteria 20 minute tests in a work book, the

following intercorrelations were obtained:

Test I

Test II

IV

.50 .45 .13

.84 .24

.38

The tests were simple arithmetical calculations of in-

creasing difficulty and yet the interrelationships, on what

would seam to be an easily learned and unitary skill, are quite

varied.

Durins World War II, one of the most intensively studied

jobs was tat of learning to fly aircraft. With the pass-fail

criterion, Guilford (1947) showed that eight factors were in-

volved in this single criterion of performance. Further analyses

of the same job by Dudek (1949) and Michael (1949) compared

factor loadinv in the criterion with different populations.

The former used two sroups of pilot trainees and one group of

women trainess, the latter, two r:roups of white and one igel=

group of trainees. Both studies found that the factorial des-

cription of the criterion varied from sample to sample. The

variability was not only in weights but the appearance or non-
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appearance of different factors. An investigation by Fleishman

and Ornstein (19U)) indicated that sucb F.lobal measures may be

even more complex than is sl:own by these :,.tudies. Sirty-five

f.Lyinc re teP (le on 24 Atzziatiz,..., .:r,aneuvers.

A factor analynis of th.e maneuver score intercorrelations re-

vealed sil7 factors in the maneuvers. %illen it is considered

that maneuverinc: is only a limited aspect of the aircraft com-

mander job and such maneuvering is factorially complex, it

can be :.xr711sed that the composition of tbe entire job is fac-

torially formidable. As a sideliht to the cited study by

Fleishman and Ornstein, it might be noted in reference to per-

formance reliabilities that the reliabilities of individual

maneuvers as estimated by the communalities, varied from

.20 to .77 with a median of slightly below .60. In view of the

studies cited, two quotations from them are pertinent, i e.,

from the last, "Similar analyses of the interrelationships among

component performance measures of other complex jobs may provide

one way of defining the ability requirements underlying pro-

ficiency in those jobs." And, from Michael, "It is quite pro-

bable that the rrostl pass-fail criterion could edvantageously

be replaced by many independent and relatively pure criteria."

Trites (1959) et. al. attempted to do this. In bis study, an

analysis of performance for general flight trainine: revealed

five factors extracted from 22 performance measures of whicb

only one was actual flyinc.

An area of performance that has received comparatively

more attention than others in terms of its dimensionality is
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that of academic achievement. Gaier (1952) studied criteria

for success in medical school by analyzing grades received by

two different classes. The results were "equivocal" because

it was determined that the classes were not equal in either

ability or achievement and further it was believed that the

stanaaxds of evaluation varied from class to class. This point

is substantiated by Aiken (1963), who presents results indi-

cating that the concept of the average student is a function

of the level of performance of the group and is not a stable

abstraction. However, Haier (1952) op. cit., indicates that

success was based upon ability, motivation and work habits and

adequate prediction would require broader criteria to allow

all three to function. Studies by Locke (1963) and Prien and

Lee (1963), op. cit., of school achievement, indicate at least

two dimensions, namely, structured achievement and unstructured

achievement. Additionally, Prien and Lee note a social achieve-

ment dimension. Preliminary studies by Davis (1964a, 1964b,

1964c) analyzing faculty and student perceptions of performance

indicate considerably greater complexity.

Newman, et. al. (1952) studied two classes at the Coast

Guard Academy. The criteria consisted of ratin3s by peers,

officeIs and staff both ashore and at sea, "demerit scores"

and course grades yielding over 20 measures for each class.

Cluster analyses of over 2,000 correlations revealed three

independent clusters of general adaptability to Academy life

2nd activities, physical proficiency and attitudes, and aca-

demic grades. Since the resulus for two separate classes agreed,

it was concluded that the results seemed definitive.
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Graham (L954) and Bair, et. al. (1956) both analyzed achieve-

ment in I:avy flyin3 training. The former with seven criteria

from both Pre-flight and fLight training obtained four factors

in achievement. It is interesting to note throughout the

table that two measures of flying ability have virtually zero

correLations 'ith alL other measures and agree with each other

to ti.E1 levol of .28. The Latter study with 12 meaqures of

achievement in prt!-flir:ht remitted in only three achievement

factors. Of course this study also showed hi7her intercorre-

Lotions since only Trader: were measured, but even here the higlIest

correlation obtained was .72 and that was final Navigation grade

with the summary grade measute and is someTo'lat spurious.

Anotlior study of achievement in the Coast Guard Academy

by i ettner, et. al. (1959) had as criteria ten academic grades

and ratings of cadets on cruise. 2actor analysis of these,

alon- wit7- 20 torts, siloved tl'at criterion qcores had si-nifi-

cant loadin c on nix of 15 factors extracted. Thif3

more detailed t'am that of lewman, rcvaLs T4i7; distinct bases

for academic acAevement and rating in one eloect of a total

job.

These studier: of academic achievement performance measures

again reveal that even rather limited aspects of a "job" ri-e

complex. Unfortunetely, none of these studies as yet have re-

ported comprehensive follow-ups of later careers and thus, the

relation of training achievement to job proficiency is n(N47:

clearly establihed; it can only be surmised that this per-

formance would be even more complex than training alone.
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Some insight as to the complexity of cumulative job per-

formance data is provided by Richards, et. al. (1965) reporting

a study of medical specialists. Eigh7Performance scores in-

cluding three measuring academic Performance were factor analyzed.

The analyses yielded 29 factors, and this is viewed as a con-

servative estimate of the complexity since no attempt was made

to measure patient responses or the qtwlity of medical care.

Of particular interest, though, was that poth Pre-medical and

medical school performance were independent of the job per-

formance of the group studied. The above study is perhaps the

most comprehensive one performed to date and clearly illustrates

the magnitude of the criterion complexity issue.

Performance measures for one job area have been subjected

to several analyses--the sales job. Rush (1953) has presented

what can be rearded as a classic study in the field, or in

all personnel research for that astter. The investigation

covering both preliminary and cross-validation aspects used

criteria of percent of assisned quota achieved, average number

of sales, average monthly volume (all corrected by a base sales

figure), Trades in a technical sales school and supervisory

ratings on a nine scale form. From a table of intercorrelations,

ush extracted four factors of, I - objective achievement with

loadings on the described indices, II - learning aptitude with

loadings in grades and ratings of technical 1.nowledge and

learning, III - a general reputation (halo) 2actor with loadings

in ratings and IV - a sales technique and achievement factor

which had the only communality between objective sales measures

and ratings, much weakened, however, because of rather law,
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scattered loadings. From a larr-e number of predictors includinF

aptitude testn, a pe=sonality inventory and personal history

itemq, multiple regre---lion equations were constructed to pre-

dict each factor. OnLy IV did not produce a sic,nificant multiple

al and the best predictors for each were different in every case.

It is of interet to note that on the predictor, "number of ac-

counting courser," whi6-2 had been used as positive actually bad

a substantial negative reLationship with Factor I in the later

analysis, Thi tudy illustratin- the multidimenrionality of

job performance, as is soecifically commerted in tbe study, also

embodies some other points previously mentioned, as the relative-

ly Low reLationships of varied Performarce mearures and the lack

of relationship between objecttve sales measures and rating2 of

sales. ability. It would appear there are actual achievement5 .

in botli paler end training and then an unrelated supervisory

opinion concerning the adlievements and, tbe sTuTpicion

that this ir comon to many othez fieldr: of work.

Two otler rtudie-i. with objective measure- of sellirm per-

formance by ::archner (1960) and liner (192) present tables of

intercorrele;ion: of various performance measures showin- rela-

tively hih. , Ipositive correlationr amonr. them. These would seem

to indicato tne possibility of a rinrrle "sellin- ability" factor.

1-lowever, another rtudy by Beier and rivc-an (1957) usinr1- 13 ob-

jective neas,ures of sale- achievement by insurance agents pre-

sents a tablc:. oZ i.t:correlatiori that ohvirty contan morct

than one factor end ineicoter t3-at rellin- ability in et leact

one field i not tne unitary ability that mir;ht be r4upposed but

more accuratly de-cribed by au-1:0s, stttdy, op. cit.
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Of co7e, sales achievement has been so little explored,

in the c!ense of tbese later comprehehsive studies, that only tl.e

most tentative judgments are possible; hovrever, it does appear

that nome eneral principLes 'rave emerged. As indicated in an

early study by norcus (1940) the establishment of an "objective"

criterion is e auite ticUish procedure and overloo/an- even

seemingly minor a-pectv can apparently seriouvly bias -uch

criteria. I:1 fact, Dorcus constructed "economic maps" of vales

territories to furni. bac:e points. Related to this 1-)oint iv

the c:heer number of criteria; if relatively few are uFed it ap-

pearv there 5_,7 a F:;reater tendency for them to be more closely

reLated in a :?oitive manner, perhaps te result of a limited

view of te actual possibilities. YinaLly, the temporal as-

pect of the stability of relationsH.pfl are virtually unex-

:)lored.

One type of investi3ation elat can perl.lans illustrate the

multidimensional Inatvre of job nerformance better than any other

that wl:*4ere criteria of auite diverre rature are cvoecifically

investi-atcd or uhere vallAer of eaually divere l'erformance

predictor-: are assessed. Gadel and Kriedt (1952) in a study of

193 IBK operators determined job satisfaction and interest by

questionnaire- 87,0 job performance by supervif7ory ratin-s and

obtained the following L-tercorrelation-:

;;;;17P4rg41,CA "A:q1Z14g.ticlA 1:2atarAl.t.

6atirfactio:1

Interest .0e .44

i.ptitude .41 -.11 -.11
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Fergu.son (1960) in a study of the utility of aptitude, in-

terest and personal history items ("Economic Laturity") in pre-

dictinr7 the job performance of insurance agents concluded that

personal history and aptitude items predicted Performance where-

as, survival wa2 predicted by interest. e also hypothesized

that a?titude is a joint function of interest and ability and

that long term prediction will depend much more upon interest

than upon ability. Clark (1961) in a quite comprehensive

study of several Navy technician groups found virtually zero

correlation between aptitude and interest measures and yet sub-

stantial validities for both in the prediction of technical

school frades.

These selected studies indicate that performance is com-

plexely based in the individual himself and, it is to be presumed,

results in complex effect upon job performance. It will require

established performance measures before the functioning and re-

lative importance of these variables within individuals can be

determined with any degree of accuracy and comprehensiveness.

Other studies have demonstrated points that are of interest

in this section. Bartelme, et. al. (1951) using a version of a

driving skill test, develoed by the American Automibile Associ-

ation, attempted to predict Army truck driver performance. The

interesting point is that the test battery predicted the cri-

terion to the extent of .24 for light, .11 for medium, and -.12

for heavy vehicle drivers. If a generalization is warranted on

the basis of a single study, it would be indicated that a rubric

covering a job as here, truck dri'7er, must be carefully investi-
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sated before beins accepted. Lawshe and McGinley (1951) in a

study of proof reading petformance found a correlation of .0f:

between productivity and errors to indicate the likelihood of

these being independent measures of achievement in a sin-le job.

Anothsr a?proacll to determining t17e dimensions of job por-

forance tat of usinfl. what rriht be called organizational

indices to evaluate performance. To illustrate, Claete (1946)

found a correlation of .52 between absenteeism and turnover

which obviously is much hi^her than many attempted predictions

of turnover. Palmer and Schroeder (1961) show that theft of

company materials is inversely related to the practice of al-

lowlng employee discounts. Comprehensive or conclusive studies

to identify basic dimensions which could be ascribed to the or-

ganizPtion are not available.

Xeron (1954) used six criteria to evaluate the performance

of bus conductors. They were Gross Earnings, "Shorts" on cash

for tickets sold, number of periods of absence, disciplinary

actions, times late for duty and a gupervisory rating on how

much the employee was a "source of concern" to his supervisor.

The intercorrelations and a factor analysis revealed:

5_ 6_ I_ IL. 112

1. Supervisory Rating 304 505 382 127 485

2. Gross 2arnings 095 414 057 241

3. Shorts 272 230 447

4. Absence 018 369

5. Disciplinary Action 274

6. Lates
,.m

70 03 493

44 -42 372

61 32 473

56 -33 426

28 27 148

70 14 513
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A study of skilled tradesmen by Ronan (1953) factor analyzed

11 job Performance variables. Included were ratings as well as

personnel file data on orp.anization type indices. The analysis

revealed four factors in these various indices of performance.

A study by Fleishmen, et. al., (1955) used three of the same vari-

ables derived in eNactly the same way, i.e., absenteeism, acci-

dents and p,;rievances. The table below sllows the comparative

correlations as :::tudy 1, the former, ane 11, the latter:

Absenteeim.o. I .05 .24

11 -.20 .37

Accieents 1. -.05

11 -.18

Grievances

A. similar comParison for the common variables for the

1,eron ane 2onan ctudies show:

1. Supervisory itatinf,, .52 .29

II .38 .13

2. Absence I .18

11 .02

3. Disciplinary Action .11101010

These three studies seem to show considerable stability of

relationships over widely varied orpanizations and populations

despite relatively Low reliabilities for some. The reliabilities,
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estimated from tbe communalities, in Heron's study were .493

for rating, .426 for absence and .148 for disciplinary action.

The same in Ronants study were respectively .543, .612 and .232.

Fleishmen, et. al., obtained reliabilities, corrected by the

Spearman-Brown formula, of .85 for absence, .72 for accidents

and .73 for grievances. All of these (Itudies covered compara-

tively lon.;; periods of time which may have allowed relationships

to appear that ordinarily do not do so. aesearch by Penn (1955)

on the reliability of accidents indicates that reliability in-

creases as the duration of exposure increases and as hazard in-

creases. ?or tine hic-:h hazard group maximum reliability was

reached during the second of a four-year period. For the medium

hazard group increases were found through the third year. The

low hazard group first year reliability was not sipmificant

(r = .09, N = 50) but reliability increased throughout the period.

Maximum reliabilities for the hi7h, medium, and low hazard groups

were .87, .87, and .55 respectively.

It would appear that further studies of these "organization-

al indices" mif2;ht well be fruitful in attempted criterion develop-

ment, aatever else mi47-ht be said they do evaluate "real" aspects

of perforcAnce as contrasted with ratings which may or may not be

doing so. It is possible that further development mifit lead to

a partial, ultimate criterion if the contradiction can be accepted.

For example, a dollar value could be estimated for absenteeism,

accidents, turnover and many other such mearmres. In this way,

for some dimensions of performance, the "dollar criterim"

concept of Brof7den and Taylor (1950) miht be approached. This
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probably would require more limited statements about validity,

but if all these independent performance indices are to be Pre-

dicted, ti:!.e predictor battery would be immense. Another

problem would be the delayed impact phenomena tharacteristics

of higher level jobs. The true and complete impact of a mode

of performance, an act or a sequence mi.7ht not occur for years.

Even when the results become manifest, the question of assigning

responsibility would remain.

An indication of the limitations of the studies cited im-

mediately above and the complexity that be encountered

is found in a study by VicQuitty, et. al. (1954). Here behavior-

al descriptions of best-average-poor aircraft mechanics were

obtained fnom peers and supervisors. From these a "descriptive

inventory" was constructed and 428 line supervisors rated some

hundreds of mecHanics. A factor analysis of the ratings ex-

tracted 23 factorr: w7nieh accounted for only 50% of the variance.

Obviously there are a large number of relatively independent

behavior dimensions related to job proficiency. This study

found interest, character, personality awl aptitude measures

of importance with only the limited criteria of mpervisory

ratinzs. If, in addition, other criteria were to be used, the

task of isolatin.% all the possible relationships appears stag-

gering if indeed it can be done in the foreseeable future.

In summary, the information presented in this section in-

dicates beyond any doubt the multi-dimensionality of job per-

formance; in fact, the phenomenon is characteristic of even

limited aspects of a job as was shown in flying an airm.aft.
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To attempt to evaluate job Performance with a sinsle measure

is worse than useler:', it is misleading; and, for ratings,

to keep in perspective all dimensionc: of performance while

rating woule appear impossible.
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Is Job Performance 4*.odified

zrtra-Individual Conditions

Tar.it in the design of rost research.

studies has been the

assumption that job performance is directly the result of charac-

teristics of the individuals invol d. Predictors of many rorts

have been ured to describe indtviduals with the rerults related

to some performance criterion but it is rare to find, in any

single study, an attempt to determine if intra-individual are

the only sources of variability in performance.

The possible existence of biasing conditions within the

situation has been called the sin-le most important criterion

problem by both Bechtholdt (1951) and Cureton (1951). As Lnastasi

(1950) pointed out, even thou0 the shortcaminr,.s of any cri-

terion are known, the operational result are, that if it must

be twed, only the interpretation of validity coefficients

would be changed, there still remains the relationship of pre-

dictor and criterion behaviors. Kipnis (1960) op. cit., has

presented evidence to show that performance ratings are dis-

torted by supervisor-subordinate relationships and the context

in which they occur. Katzell (1962) has pointed out the general

inadequacies of present day organizational theory in any attempt

to assess effects of job performance as a dependent variable.

The most comprehensive stateTent of the considerations in this

area is that of Forqt (1941) op. cit. In stressing the tack

of and need for research on behavioral fields the statement

is made, w4ithout dwelling further on the point, it is clear

that an indtvidual's Performance in an qctivity cannot be viewed
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as an isolated phenomenon outside the environmental context in

which the activity takes place. The activity must be analyzed,

not only in terms of the characteristics of the person engaged

in it, but in the light of the principal external conditions

which may influence it."

The general trend of ()Pinion and what little evidence exists

seems to be that situational conditions can modify individual

job performance. To result in such behavioral changes, it is

necessary to assume that the individual has in some way been

changed. It seems unli%ely that such conditions could alter

individual aptitude, ability or interest (in the sense of in-

terest inventory measurement) levels, the changes mst have an

attitudinal, motivational or some such taxonomic base. It would

seoL, that such dnan2es would result from reactions or perceptions

largely based upon personality traits One of the assumptions

is that attitudes, and sPecifically job attitudes, are in some way

related to perronality characteristics. These relations were

established in a study by Svetlik (1961) but only with any de-

finite degree for these individuals manifesting some type of

career concern (voluntary referrals for vocational counseling).

The whole area of personality traits, attitudes, morale

and their relatiolls to criteria of performance has proved ex-

tremely difficult to attacl.t and as yet only the most tentative

resuLts have been obtained. An early study by Lurio (1942)

op. cit., f(r2nd three factors of occupational adjustment from a

factor analysis of 12 indices; however, this general approach

has not been directly followed by similar studies but has been

approached in different ways.
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An erPerLTental study by : eron (1952) used :;corec from 22

personality teot given to 80 unokiLled (pour lead in moLds)

workers. T::e criteria were average productivity for 67 weel!ls and

ratings by .11.7ervisorr, tie correlation ratrix vias factor

analyzed. pour factors were found but none were reLated to

the criteria. TThat was found is ouoted, "It seem- in the rample

studied it is the hetero,:eneous group of relatively unstable men

who tend to be a source of concern to their supervisors." This

is based upon the fact that tvo of the factors correlated to

the ertent of .53 with "job adjustaent."

2ec17. and 2arsons (L95) , urting 'Iort''ingtonls application

blank as a diagno-tic instrvment, found relativAlly hir,h correla-

tions, up to .77 rho, with production and "favorable" personality

traits. They alt?o found, as an incidental comment on performance

reliability, that hi± producers s!.iowed little variation of

production whereas low producers were much more variable. There

is some oosAbility of criterion biarl in this study since em-

ployeer were working against production standards and in mtch

situations, it is quite cox..c.,on to find agreed upon leveLs of

production. It is also 'worthy of note bere, ai in 2:,eron'v study,

the persons win unfavorable personality Patterns where chronic

rupervisory problems. :eron has suggested the possibility that

poor job performance is tbe independent and poor adjustment

the dependent in the work situation. Sucli an hypothesiq is not

beyond the realm of possibility, but there is little supPorting

evidence.

A partial ctue to the discrepancy betveen the two studieq

cited above may be found in the remilts of two other studies.
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Kipnis (1962) u;)ing a specially developed test, found "per-

sistence beyond minimum standar& aa tirin tasks" did predict

performance ParticularLy among lover aptitude individuals.

Eysenck (1963), o?. cit., 1-.an rham that motivation has opti-

mum leveLs and that its relationship to performance i curvi-

linear. ivrom these studies, it would appear that performance

can be affected by perronality traits but, in general, the re-

lationship is quite complex and may be in the nature of modera-

tors. Parentbetically, the existence of "trouble-makel-s" in

industrial organizations has often been doubted, but it appears

from the first twD studies that they do exist and, whether or

not their Performance is good or poor, they can be undesirable

employees on another dimension of job performance.

Regardless of whether one is willing to attribute per-

formance effects by the variables consieered in this r:ection,

the fact remains thrt a great deal of effort has been exPenee0

in tl'eir invcrti-ation. There have been, firgt, tudieet of

organizatio:Tal features Dr characteristici as shown by their

relation to various objective indices of performance.

Using one index, turnover, Parkinson (1928) in a study of

99 selling and &stributing orr.anizations with over 60,000 em-

ployems found hiqher turnover related to 1Prger organizations.

Le says, "The outstanding observation fram the canvas is thrt

personnel conditions (labor turnover) are least favorable among

the large foz.cor: a:. a class, and the most favorable amonr: the

small organizations." I.owever, Parkinson specifically points

out that euch a generalization is not completely mrranted

since there considerable overlap and some large organizations
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have distinctly favorable turnover rater. Sawats1cy (1950

pre:-T:Ints data to rhow that in larger departments, within a

ringle or-anization, the turnover rate is biF.her than in the

mmall department. Grey7.to%le, et. al. (1952) have prerented

data to sLow that the question of turnover ao, related to or-

ganizational size needs further inveEltigation since no distinct

linear trend,7 regarding company nize or department size were

evident for evoloyees of either sex.

These data, along with the qualifications mentioned by

Parkinson, indicate that while a relationship between orga-

nizational size and turnover does exist, it is by no .leans a

simple one. In eny case, using turnover as criterion would

reruire taking into account organizational size as a factor af-

fecting performance, but the contributinF effectr of other in-

fluences would also need to be investigatod.

Another :inGle index that !..lar: received rome Ptudy, a- ef-

fected by extra-individual factors, is that of accidents. Xerr

(1950) and Zeenan, et. al. (1951) both have rtudied organizational

characteristic- as related to accident rate. The former con-

cerned 53 departments- in one comDany with conclusions, cltated

ar only tentative, that accident frequency is greate:.t in those

departmentP vith "lowest intra-compary tranrfer mobility rnteo,

mallest percent of emoloyees who are fevale and on salary,

leat promotion probability for typical eamloyee, an4 1-iaber=t

mean noi-e letml." For t-everity te findinoq were, "...11eaviLy

male in sm ratio for 4:a1ary aP well al production pervonnel,

low in mea:n promotion 'Probability, Low in fertility of emg-

gestion field, low in em:Ployee puneotion: contributed,
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(relatively) in average employee age level, and higher in

average employee tenure." An incidental finding of this study

were correlations between accident frequency and turnover of

.03 and with severity -.20. The latter study covered 1,945

lost time accidents, 7,108 employees and the years 1944-48..

With supervisors rating "departnental conditions" of 44 de-

partments, the tentative findings were that promotion proba-

bility increases safe behavior, "comfortable shop environment"

is a major determinant of safe behavior, crew work brow4,.t

higher injury rates as did greater manual effort involved.

As in the case of turnover there is evidence to show that a

moderator is at work with both injuries and lost time acci-

dent:, as a masure of job performance. A possible moderator

suggested by 1,:erber (1958) is tbat employees on an incentive

pay system may have fewer reported injuries al evidenced by

dispensary visits than do day-rate workers qimply because

minor injuries are economically costly to the employee. Yos

soris (1940) us4ns data supplied by the Wisconsin Industrial

CommiTsion, the Swiss National Accident Insurance Fund and the

International Labor Office Study of Austria studied the fre-

quency rate of accidents as related to age over gome 500,000

industrial accidents. He found older workers 1es-4 r:usceptible

to injury than younger workers, older workers had more .5.erious

accidents and required longer to recover* As in the cale of

turnover as a job performance criterion, it would appear that

accidents are to some extent related to situational charac-

teristics but as yet, the detailed relationships are hazy.
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E./1 intere7ting study by Harriott (1949) evaluated Fork

-rollp size a related to output meaured by piece worl< earnin s

per man. In trgo separate ..tudie=. with 153 groupT and 79 to 98

groups, 10F: inverce correlations were found indicatin- smaller

sized groups: generally s!:toving larger output. One exception

war: that Group:7 of over 50 s::,oved arger output than t:.noe im-

mdiately smaller, prerumPbly because thi ir .e(ne point of

mchanization and/or the group a become :!c) large that it:4 in-

fluence !:'a- decreased. ctually there is little information

related to particular topic, the more recent burst of ac-

tivity concernin a1 L ;roup effect having largely been con-

fined to deci-ion me.V.ng, arlamption of leadership or similar

topicv.

The existence of anot77er consideration in studies of t:t7e

type prePented above vas shovn in a study by Ferouson (1951),

op. cit. In comparing validitier for tl.,e Life Insuronce 1Pti-

tude Index, a vide variation vo'r fowd rcross dirtrictr. even

though score distributionr were comparable. It vos apparent

that the evaluations of job performance were quite different

by the managerr: of different districts or agencies.

cureton and ntzell (1962) in a study of 72 diviqions of

e company usin- five meaurer of divisional performance and five

descriPtive ituational variables found two factorp shovim tInat

a non-urban culture pattern reflects small plant and community

size reltively higher productivity and profitability whereon

tte other, urban, show c! lower vages, fever female employees,

no union and hil,,er turklover. Thus, one agpect of an orp.a-
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nization, situs, had ditferential effects on several meaf:!ures

of overall performance.

These itudies of specific aspects of perfomance or speci-

fic independeat variables indicate that situational variables

probably have ,ome effect on job Performance; howevr, there

axe indications thet these sine,le aspects are actim in larger

contexts. Recently this aspect of job Performance measurement

has received increasing attention and more comprehensive ptudies

have been completed.

Stodgill, et. al. (1953) studies the administrative bella-

vior of 470 Itnvy"officers in 45 positions, 47 orr-anizetions

and from llnsign to '.dmir1,1. P factor analysis of the date

yielded eir:.ht factors thet tended to ntsoup Individuals by the

type of position they held. It wes also found that types of

positions tend to be found either in small or large organiza

tions or in ship as opposed to shore units. It was clear from

the study that performance is st least in part determined not

only by job demands but by particular job ard plPice. In termr

of job performance measurement it was suggested that measureel

of job performance patterns might be devised as oppo ed to

evaluation of such traits as initiative, judgment, etc.

Turner (1960) op. cit., in a study of foreman performance

in tvo different plants, factor analyzed two matrices of inter-

correlations obtained from 11 objective measures and a nine

rtit ratinp of job performance. For both plants three simi-

lar factors emerved covering rated performrnce, probably halo

and reputation, an employee relations factor and e bi-polar
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factor coverin:: scrap and suggestions indicating that good

performance on one is accompanied by poor performpnce on the

other. Two other factors were much Illore poorly Cleaned, and

different in the two Plants. One mi4qi.t possibly be "structuring"

as described by Fleishmen, et. al. (1955), op. cit., but the

other seems to indicate specificity to a particular plPnt.

Again wr folmd in thi!1 study the lack of relationship between

ratings and objective measures as previously discussed, rela-

tively low reliebilities of certain individupl measures, pprti-

cularly if measured over short time spans, and the multi-

dtmensional aspects of performance assumed by the author, "It

appears there is more than one pattern of foreman succesp and

thet it may bc71 unrealistic to expect foremen to do well on all

aspects of t3ae job." This study does indicate the possibility

of establishin- at lepst some performance indices that are common

in various organizations, but it also indicate:7 the Por:ibility

of vpecificity to a ,!i%10

'INorry, et. al. (1961) in a comprehensive study of three

Ur Force career fields have delineated tile complexity of ap-

proaching job performance from both total performrnce and or-

ganization points of view. In this study, several measuring

instruments were specifically developed for the study. They

were an opinion inventory to measure job satisfaction, an ef-

fectiveness ratans scale cnd e specialized interview with su-

pervisors. In addition, peer nominations were obtained along

with a .:oct of pe=sonal history itemrtt P9titude and achieve-

ment test scorer and indicators of military achievement. In-
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tercorrelations and factor analysis yielded six performance

factors. These were: (A) - General Competence, (B) - Promotion

Potential, (C) - Career Orientation, (D) - Peer Reco7nition,

(E) - Job Satisfaction, and (F) - Job Centeredness. paren-

thetical point of interest is that aptitude scores were re-

lated only to "A," the General Competence factor. From the

point of vtew of this section two quotes by the authors are

pertinent, "...seem to indicate th6 need 4for multi-dimensional

evaluation of airmen performance." end, "There was considereble

similarity of loadings across the three career fields to sug-

gest th t a universal criterion for job evaluation is Possible"

Other tentative revults of the study were that it may be Possible

to determine training needs with this procedure, discover su-

pervisory potential early and that only six scores would be

needed to predict the six factors.

Seashore, et. al. (1950) presented a study that would seem

to cast sayle doubt on the uti.Lity of measuring across orEani-

zetions or jobs and the use of various organizational indices

as c...4teria. The study used as criteria over all ellective-

ness (a rating), productivity, dhargeable accidents, unexcused

absences and errors, the latter four, objective measurements.

In the evaluation, three hypotheses were evaluated, (1) inter-

correlations of job performance measures will be consistent,

(2) patterns of intercorrelations among the variables similar

in size and sign as between individuals and organizational

levels of analysis and (3) relationships amona: job performance

criteria for individuals in any one organization ere repre-

4.
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tions. Te c.utk:4pro fotInd for (L) that three of five criteria

were internally cont-istent and the 1::ypot12esi- recetver

cupIort, for (2) t:le rerm1t:1 were inconclusive and for (3) re-

jection as "one ::.ust conclude fro:a thin evidence that the re-

lations'cipr. az.ona, variov.5 Pspects of job perfornance are hi7J-:ly

variable..." L. evaluetin- t'le study it ri-ould be pointed out

that data mrc: collected for a poriod of only one month.

Turner (19SO), op. cit., says, "Single monthly scorer on criterion

measures tend to !lave inadeouate reliability across time.

Imerages of :.everal monthly scores are needed to attain a

sati.rfactory level of reliability." ":urner bases this state-

ment upon lais r:t1:.dy where reliabilitios over one month ranged

from .03 to .59 with a median of .35. Over 3 1/2 to 5 months,

reliabilities a,2 estimated by com-,unnlities presented by Turner,

were from .14 to .92 with a median of .82. lAost of the higher,

of course, were in ratings but even the objective measures had

a median in t;:e .60's. Penn (1955) op. cit., indicates the

increase in :Tenability of accidentr leveling off after 1 year

for 4igh hazard jobs end still increasing at the nnd of foltr

year. for lor ::.azerd jobs. This tozporal arlect of job per-

forance ix one that has received very little attention, Lon-i-

tudinal studiv: over any time periods exceeding one year are

the exception. It mir.t be well to take up the to9ic here.

Viteles (1929-30) found over almost a tvo-year period

that substation operators, classified into three groups by 13

supervisors, confirmed the classification using ri "error" cri-
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terion, the poorest grouP having ovel. seven times rr, many errorc

Per man er tile best .?-roup. Lere, in contravt to previou,71y

cited studies, a rating is confirmed by an objective criterion

but also in contrat by records kent over a compgIratively Lon-

period of time.

Another early study by Ball (1938) found a correLation

of .71 between mental ability, as measured by a reLatively

simple test, and occunational :tatus of office workers after

an 18-year Period. Further, there is no evidence of contamina-

tion in te s7:udy; it appears that the coefficient found is a

good estimate of the reLationshin. Steed (1937) op. cit., in

a study of dePartment store sales Personnel used eiF.lit objective

measures of ?erformance on a year-to-year ba-!iq. Fe found

reLiabilitieri of e3 to .98 and a multioLe correlation of

. 65 for six tests, with a combined criterion. Stronr, (1934-35),

on. cit., in a study of insurance spies aq e criterion found

reliabilities of .77 to .84 on a year vs. year basis and in

another rtudy (1943) op. cit., found reliabilities of .74 to

. 84 correlatinfa, two years production (1925-27) with Production

for the yeers 1929-30. 1,nauft (1955) correLated test scorer

from a generaL mental ability test (LOD11.,-1,, 15 minutes) with

job leveL obtained over a I7-year period. A correlation of

. 60 ms obtained over seven job classifications and, further,

thie is uncorrected for a rertriction of range which would

probably raise it to near the value 13,1111, op. cit., found for

similar period of time.

Whitlock, et. al. (1963) in a study relatinq "unsafe beba-

viors" to incidence of accidents specifically studies, as one
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facet of the investif7ation. the inflllence of time on the rela-

tionship. The trend of the data i for the reLationship

to increase with tiTe. specific reomnmendation of the

study is tL.at invetigations in this genet-Pl arztP of job per-

formance mist alloy sufficient tir:Ie for relationships to be-

come apparent.

In contrat to these studie=, others showinc., longer time

Periods, tend to attenuPte relationships. The study by B-yroff,

et. aL. (1950, op. cit., presents uviclence to sl-cw that reli-

ability of ratim-s tend.-1 to drop, this with four ratings over

a period of weeks. GbiseLli and :,:aire (1960) studied taxi cab

drivers over the first IS weeks of their employment and found,

in general, valiaties dropped, no single consistent predictor

and validity correlations change when different criteria are

used. Bass (192), op. cit., found that ratings of sales per-

sonnel showed over relationshipFt over a 42-month period.

Actuxlly these latter studies concerned with ratings and

relatively s'aort time periods serve to emphasize th_e need for

longer time periods and tbe questionable utility of ratinv

as criteria. The longer studiedl Previourdy described using

more objective criteria show (-mite sub:=tantial relationrhips

even utth simple predictors and hir.0.1 reliabilitierl for the ob-

jective performance measures. Studies of the kind are, of

course, difficult to condyct because of the neces-:ity of record

keeping, t e influence of learning with new employees, the ever

preent danger of contamination, and :7rimp1e attrition, however

it apPearn, frcm the limited evidence cv,,ailable, that more
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studies will need to be conducted for a full apPreciation of

job nerfor2.ance and criteria development.

An area where the influence of extrPneous factorn on job

performance has been extensively 7tudied concerns tr't of

leadership or nulpervision effectl on morale, attitude or more

directly some meexure of job perforoence. ?or example, lv:rtthe7.is

(1951) after a ruview of studies of leaderlaip up to t:2at time

reached ax a Partial concLusion, "Intercorrelations amon?., vari-

ous measuranents of leadership were low but positive. '52k.ere

seems to be some tendency for those who are leaderr in one

situation to be leaderl in other types of situations. :lbw-

ever, a conpiderable portion of the leadership variance crm-

not be attributed to pplwon!r, but probably mlat be attributed

in part to gItqatipnq," and "it will be well to reco7,nize

that there are probably certain general requirements and alqo

that there are certain requirements which are unique for the

particular leadership situation one has in mind." llatthews

also pointp; out tat up to the time at wInich he was writinc.

there were few studies to show the effects of leader,,AAp on

performance, PrtAarily beceuse of :LacL of suitable criteria.

Fleishman, et. al. (1955), op. cit., in a comprehensive

study of industrial foreman leadership isolated two factors

called, "Consideration" and "Initiatine. Structure." Essentially

the former factor describes, "a more friendly, trustinn. per-

son who develops a certain warmth between the leader and the

r:roup," while the latter factor describes a person who ir more

prone to define his relationship to the group, roleq he ex-

pects to be ple:yed and organizes the job. The scores for er-1.&

L..........__________
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of these were correlated with proficiency (enagement rating)

and four objective indices of performcnce in both production

and non-production departments. The results are shown below:

Profi- Lbsen- tLcci- Griev- Turn-

ggnaidA=1,91.1 ctArigY tQgiam !del2Itg PAceq

Production -.31* -.49* -.06 -.07 .13

hon-production .98 -.38 -.49** .15 .04

IrlirciatinZatgUgt=

Production .47* .27** .15 .45* .06

Non-production -.19 .06 .18 .23

* - sicnificant at 5%

** - sia;nificant at 1%

.51**

It miht be mentioned that reliability correlations, as

measured by separate administration, for the leadership

nations were .53 for Consideration and .46 for Initiatin

Structure. The study also found that workers liked a foreman

high on Consideration but a foreman is considered more profi-

cient by superiors if he is hip.her on Initiating Structure,

II consequently there appears to be a conflict between morale

and efficiency." We have here again a situation where by per-

formance, i.e. , Consideration, a foreman might reduce absen-

teeism, accidents, 2..rievances and turnover but in the opinion

of his superiors he would not be proficient on the job. This

study also points out the situational variables in leadership,

different leaders may be.required in production and non-produc-

tion departments. One point the study most forcefully indicated

was the extreme complexity of the leadership-job performance

relationshiD.
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Clevin and Fielder (1956) using an instrument to measure

"ASo" score, i.e., supervisory prediction f subordinate's be-

havior, which dichotomized supervisors into more accepting,

approchable individuals as opposed to more critical, analytic

persons found Proficiency of work crews under the latter to

be much more predictable. This was true of supervisors in

more direct contact with the crews while supervisors more distant

from the crews, or work site, did not show such predictions. The

study is of particular interest because it covers a longer time

period than usually found and, the criterion, tap-to-tap time

of open hearth heats is almost completely objective. In ,sedition,

the odd-even months criterion reliability was found to be .82.

The finding by Clevel and Fiedler agrees with tIsat of Fleislimpr,

et. al. (1955), op. cit., in that tl-e s:upervisor showing Iritirting

Structure is regarded as more proficient by management. However,

this work group also shows higher rates on some undesirable

indices, for instance, accidents. It appears from these studies

that method or techniques of supervision have some influence

on job performance, but they have their effects in complex, in

fact, contradictory ways. This is further snpported by tk'et

studies of Turner (1960), op. cit., where bi-polar factors

were found in foreman performance.

Two reviews of the literature of this area, Brayfield and

Crockett (1955), op. cit., and Herzberg, et. al. (1957), ?lave

arrived at somewtat different conctusions. The latter cites 26

studies covering the relationship of satisfaction or attitude

to productivity. It was found that 14 showed a positive rela-
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tionship, nine showed no relation and three a negative relation-

ship and, it is concluded, that ;lupervision "definitely af-

fects" productivity to some degree. The former concluded, in

general, tat any relationships were quite nebulous, in fect,

the efforts in the entire area were 5eriously questioned on

such bases as sampling involved, inadequate criteria, biar of

self-report and group statiTticc'. On a t.1.7eoretical basig, it

we;:4 elso quei:tioned why morale, ettitude, etc., sould be re-

lated to productivity, no one-to-one relationsi-ip he g. ever

been clearly established. Further, the complexity of human

goals, need, satisfaction end such desi7netions Tken placed

in a complex situation of a work system have been most in-

adequately explored. Such an enelysis would involve indivi-

duals, the factory social system, the wor1 :r. group, union end

community at large. The authors said, "14e seem to have ar-

rived at the position where the social ecientit in the in-

dustrial setting must concern himself with a full-qcale pnaly-

sis of that Atuation." and, "Pursuit of tbis goel should provide

us with considerable intrinsic job satisfaction."

This complexity, not intrinsic job satisfaction. wes in-

dicated in a paper by Xabn end Yorse (1951) which indicated

the probable dimensions of individual setiofaction, the inde-

pendent variables, the uniqueness of individual needs and the

ikelihood of interactions in e work situation. To some ex-

tent attempts at systematic investigation of these have been

made by the Survey Research Center at the University of Michigan.

In summarizing some of the studies, MAccoby (1949) tentatively
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concluded more pres7pure from above exerted on a sunervisor s?..ave

lower productivity and, supervisors asemming a "leadersk,lp

role," gave higher productivity. Mann and Dent (1954), re-

porting f7tudie!-7 by the same group on what makes an effective

supervisor, found "employee orientation" important by both

subordinatec and management (contrast this with the previously

described Fleis!men, et. al.. study) and, with Liert (1951),

the importance of voluntary communication by supervisors and

recognition of subordinates. Pelz (1951) fram some of the same

studies stresses the "powar" of a supervisor, that it, how in-

fluentiel be may be wtth his crY17) Fluperiors. All of these have

shown some relation to productivity. One later study from

the Survey aesearch. Center 7roups by Indit, et. al. (1961)

has attamPted to study some of tl-ese findings on the besis of

four hypotheses. These concerned the enhancement of job 2er-

formcnce by opinion:1 of Tuperior-subordinets:

:mpportivo benavior by mapilriors, mutuP1 understsnding amonF

members and feelings of infalence ovar local operstions. rlith

four criteria of recorded production, "station" production,

and ratings of individual effectiveness and station effective-

ness generally, positive associations were found in all testr

for the oranization as whole and ctationq as 7uch; however,

analysis of individual stations gave widely wrying rerialts.

Lere again only a one-mOnth time period wPs covered. A long:er

time might have given more opportunity for relationchips to

become pronounced.

The Southern California Organization Research Project pub-

lished a series of studies; which senerPlly suoported the findinps
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of the Survey Research Center. However, two of the studies

dealing with sallied craftsmen at the San Diego Naval Air

Station, (alson, et. al., 1953 and 1954), found supervisors

of high and low producing groups similar in the first study, and

with no differences in a second. These studies have also found

the existence of curvilinear reletionships, effective super-

visors have more confidence in their subordinates both in per-

sonal end Performance aspects end they have, in the more recent

investigations, tended to become critical of psychologists'

emphasis upon the interpersonal es contrasted with the technical

aspects of supervision.

In summary, the investiations of the effects of super-

vision and/or organizational cheracteristics seem to indicete

some rather modest effect. However, negative findings or

specificity always create a nagging doubt--Is supervision n

moderator?

The question of the influence of situationel variables

seems to indicate, from the presented materiel, thst there is

some modification of job performance by such varimbles. Eow-

ever, the general conception of studies with one indePerdent

and one dependent variable has led to the situation where

modest relationships, contradictory results or no results et

all heve become commonplece. It would seem thet ctudies such

az those by Stodgill, et. al. (1955), and Wherry, et. al. (1961),

both previously discussed, are the immediate need. Reported

studies have indicated specifics to be looked for and evaluated

for their effects on job performance, but experimental investi-
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sations of entire orp:anizations with a gradual working down

toward sub-units Pnd individualn mnst be conducted before the

parametenT: of oranizationl e.ffect cri be established with

any degree of confidence.
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ConcLu-ions And Fypotbeoes

From the foreGoin,-: review, it i< pparent that job ner-

formance varia-.1ce 'hes been lhow-n or Prepumed to be a reoult

of a wide range of cau-rl influences and ito meo-urenert is

nebulous. In scir.neral, t3:.e) autior.. vubmit, thrt if mny

proFreTr i:- to be made toward solution of these orob-

Lew, soma ba-ic reserreh corcention -! will need to be receot

rnd broadened.

r po rible rtarting point, it is -uggented that job

performance will need to be viewed (11:: bot!- an independent and

dependent varieble 17aving reavurPble outPlits re 'Lilting from

the interaction of job b&aviors, oituation elaracteriotic-,

end personal caracteri-ticr.. Broadly theqq, ol:Itputs mip-,ht be

tought of a, economic. adjustment, And personal. The firot

measured by production indices, the seconeq by reports such

obventeci-m, rnd the le.lt by rurvey tecimiclues or, in con-

junction with certain objective inc1ice.r a srievances or Cli,-

ciplin-ry action!. If r!ue: indiceq con be eptablised, it

phould be ible to de-i n more comnlex rtudie- encompas-in,-

orsa:Azation or brood to dsternine interdependence)

relative importance and, an't importantly, cau-ml bases of

veriollo dimenion% of job performetnce. In addition, oranizntional

indicet- do meArure comotH.ng "rerl" in contrrIt to -lobal ratingo

that seem to bear little or no relationeiP to objectively

measured oerformonce. Suen indicee- mey not be the moot de-

sirable from ths viewnoint of rtetictical ev*Ilurtion, for

eremple slcewnerr, but from a strictly prrgmatic qtor0, they
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a better understanding of job performance end criteria.

To define te startinf:: point and guide succeeding inveti-

gations some eemingly fruitful 1-yootl-eses Pre suggested below.

Lon-ittldinal :.tudies (five or more years) will allow much

better predictions of performance t!'an sorter ptudies.

Performance il,dicev of ti-le organization or cub-unit- ere

required before complete acc:w.qment of individual Performance

can be accompli-bed. sub-hyPotl:,e-As would be: economic nid

"satisfaction prod1;cine effects of job b6-avior are bi-T)olar.

Use of "organizational indiceN" a bsenteei-m, eccieents,

production, scrap, turnover, etc., as criteria will yield

"purer" more Predictable criteria of job performence, tendirs

towrrd orthoonality. A sub-hypotlinesis would be: bi-polar

interrelationq will be found, in particular, at hiR.er job

levels.

Organizational indices will reveal common performance

factors for functionally similar jobs with different Datterns

of succesc or failure for functionelly different jobs.

Increa:Ang required levels of Performance for particular

jobr will reTuLt in hiOler performrnce relirbilittel am" vali-

dities. suh-!nypothesis would be: sPecifically, more indivi-

dual liberty to "do tice job" will result in better job Per-

formence.

"liumrn evaluation" of performance will 3how low relation .

ships with objective indices of performance. Some srub-bypo-

theses would be: some performances can only be evaluated by
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human observation, i.e., Heron's (1952) op. cit., "source of

concern to their supervisors."; performance evaluation ability

is a predictable individual difference; reliability of judg-

mental criteria will vary inversely with proximity, in parti-

cular, peer emaluation will provide better criteria than su-

pervisory.

Different predictors end criteria are more appropriate

at different points ir time, i.e., training vs. on-the-job,

younger vs. older employees.

Predictor, individual, situational and orF:anizational

patterns of sub-groups and interrelations will be revealed by

splitting criterion groups into halves, thirds, or some other

sectiong. ,I. sub-hypothesis would be: now unconceived hypotheses

will be uncovered by the major bypothesiq.

Job performpnce variability reliability is a predictable

individual characteristic, classic reliability theory does

not apply to individual performance. Some sub-hypotheses would

be: unless performance reliability is held constant, group

validities will remain low; performance complexity is inversely

related to reliability; performance reliability is a probable

job performance criterion; situational moderator variables

may inflate or restrict reliabilitie.

Certain performances, "creativity" for oromple, will -?hov,

cloe to zero reliabilities.

Measured performance reliability will increnee rs a function

of ( ) time span for measurinm increases mnd (B) purer cri-

terion measures.
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"vleasurel of individual satisfaction es criteria wiLl edd

another, separate, dimension to job performance. sub-Llypo-

thesis would be: job satisfaction is an elmres-ion of a more

deepLy based generaL sati;:faction.

Job performance variance, regulting from morale enc atti-

tudes, is comparatively small. Some Fvub-bypotheses would be:

florale and attitudes function as moderator or mediatinf- veri-

abLes and do not directly effect Perforr3ance: balf the variance

from the major hypot;71eci=1 is specific; &ource.v of this variance

effect job ?Performance differently at differe-it level Tnd

different jobs.

oderator vc_riables, most as yet unte.3ted, vili have to

be isoLated to determine different:,el effects on predictor-

performance relc.tion-:- 3ome -ub,ypotl'e-e- would be: uch

effect, will be substantial in the ca.ze of basic difference,-,

as sex, for different jobs; functional job analysis will re-

veal conflicts in job composition, tile conflict resuLtin from

oppo.i-zz rc2qui::ellnt,. of peri'on elaracteristics; functional

situationr1 analysis wilL reveel moderetor vorirble heretofore

defined a job performance veriables of jobc: in hic,her, the

same, or loT7er levels in the organization hierarchy.

ClaLzsical statistical techniques will ive wvy to 'Iome

form of pPttern analysi- in analyzing end predicting job per-

formance.

Wheti-er or not the above hypotheses ere adequate it i-

apparent that ome dre-tic research approach is required if

any pro;re: i- to be ma.de in PersonneL research. Ghiz'eLlits
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reviev' (1955) showed thrt little progress had been made after

approximately 40 years of reFerrch effort. :.bweever, same re-

cent rtudie7 have made promising beginnings in the direction

indicated by the above hypotheses.

In 71ea,Fmrament, Weitz (1961), op. cit., sows tloat con-

clusions in our experiments are dependert upon the criterion

emPloyed. Guion (1961). op. cit., and r)unnette (1963b), op. cit.

have proposed modifications of the conventional approach to

criterion utilization that have wide imPlications for criterion

meaurement. Viske (1951) has discued criteria and sw::gested

defining rmd mer:.2uring job functions and uing as criteria their

contribution to t",:e 7.ucce:3[7ful functioning of lower echelonr3

in an orLanization. Stark (1959) has made much the same Point,

limited to executive rucce, in that executive jobs would be

classified according to functions as supervisin7, Planning,

negotiating, investigatinF or same combination of these. On

a more limited basis, 'Snell and Laos (1960) and Patton (1950)

discuss evaluation of executive performance in terms of, in

the former, comparing sub-unit targets implicit in a parti-

cular job. Both would then arrive at an evaluation of executive

performance based upon comparin7 unit Performance with goals

set by either raztod. Lamouria and Earrell (1963), compensate

for differences in the importance of company objectives in 19

diffe:7ent departments. Differences in functions were evaluated

objectively and clinically and the resultant criterion scores

for individu (and departrontc) v'ere jilesed to be lesc con-

taminated than are clinical ratings. In effect, all of these
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studies, more or less explicitly, recognize that job performsnce

hes an outcome, the outcome can be evaluated in and of itself

or against some standard and, implicitly, the neerl for brosder,

objective performance measures.

Toops (1959), oP. cit., has called attention to meny of

the points made in this review, but the number of studies at-

temptins., to follow his suggestions has been limited.

Studies Previously cited, Mcguitty, et. al. (1954), Seashore,

et. al. (1960). ';aerry, et. al. (1961), and Stogdill, et. al.

(1955), have studied job perforrnance in the much broader

context of oranizational setting and such studies seem to be

the desirable direction of personnel research in order to over-

come the generally disappointin results obtained in more limited

studies or, possibly, to make a new beginnin. The desins

used in these studies show the way townrd models which might begin

a more intensive investiation of the variables that do or mihat

affect job performance. The complexities of such studies have

been discussed by Dunnette (1963b), op. cit., using the Guetzkow

and Forehand (1961) model and they are formidable but with

modern computers the possibility of isolatiiv job performance

bases seemp to be more promising. However, the question arises

as to what to measure, how to measure and, perhaps most impor-

tant of all, can reliable measures be made? That these questions

are pertinent is indicated by the 1954 Metuitty study where,

with a "descriptive inventory" of 264 items, 23 factors were

extracted which accounted for only slightly over 50% of the

variance. The generally negative results of the Seashore
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study have already been commented upon. Both the Stcr.dill

and fiiherry studies were more encouragirr:, but it appears same

basic hypotheses must be evaluated before much frrther progresF

is ?ossible even with broadened research desins.

Proba.bly the most important consideration is an abandon-

ment of global criteria. As Dunnette (1963), op. cit. has

pointed out, over-simplified studies consistently have ignored the

many facets of job success end, in light of the studies diel-

cussed in the ::econd section of this review., ecere can be no

question of the multidimensional nature of even the simplest

job.

.2o7ever, even these studies do not seem to be broad

enough iv,. rcope or time to folve the "criterion problem." It

is suggeFlte6 that future investipations must be conceived on

a much broader .cale in order to armwer the questions posed

in the separate 2.ections of thie review.
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